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I. tmRomctmrn 
Strjatifieation Is a well kaown dev4c« t© Increase the precision of 
saisopld survey estixxiates, U: consists of si^iiividing Ike population to 
be sampled into groups or "strata, " so constructed that units in the 
same stratum are "more alfitee" with respect to some characteristic 
than units In different strata. Sometimes two criteria are used for 
stratifying the population. Thus farms may be subdivided by economic 
areas and by acreage groups, or households may be subdivided by 
geographic regions as weE as by rural, «rbaa and metropolitan areas. 
In such cases on® may speak of a two^'way table of strata "cells. " A 
cell in the first of the above easamples would consist of all farms of a 
particular acreage bracket in^a particular economic area. 
If the sample to be drawn from a tw©'-'«my stratified population is 
large enough to permit the allocation of at least two units to each of the 
cells, a two-way table of strata cells clearly can be dealt with by the 
ordinary methods of stratification, and no new problem arises. That 
is, if the two-way classification has L rows and M columns the JLM 
cells can be considered as LM strata and the us^'ual formulas for estima­
tors and var'iances apply. At least two-sample units must be assigned 
to each cell if an ui^iased estimate of the variance Is -reqiiired. 
Problems may arise, however, when the siae of the sample, n, is 
less than twice the total number of cell®, and certainly will arise when 
2 
it is l««s even thaa the total c«lls, LM, la sueh ca.«es one may consider 
abandoning one criterion of stratilieatioii, and bandling tibe problem as 
a single system of strata. TM# solution .bas two principal disadvantages. 
Firstf it prevents estimates being made of each, stratum mean for both 
criteria of stratification. For esseample*; if bowsebolds are classified 
as above, an essential part of ttte investigation may be ttie estimate 
of means, not only for regions, but for rural, urban and metropolitan 
areas as well. The second dliadvaatagf is Hiat by eliminating on© 
criterion of stratJfioation tb® variance tends to be increased. 
Another solution migM be to eombine adjacent rows and columns 
in the two-way table of cell# until tibe nuwiber of combined cells is less 
than one-half the total sample si«e. Th|« procedure too has disadvan­
tages. First, such combination has the same disadvantage as ^die 
above, namely, that of preventing eatimjates of the original row and 
column mean*. B may, in fact, circumvent one of the principal objec­
tives of the survey. Second, th« grouping of cells tends again to increase 
the var.iance. 
The purpose of tMs study is to eaeamSnt the characteristics of a par­
ticular two-way stratification design which, for samples less than ZhM, 
permits estimates to be made of row, c^umn and population means and, 
further, provides estentiaUy unbiased esttoaates of the variance of the 
estimated population mean, fhe only restrictions on sample sise are 
that, foi- estimates of means, the sample must be at least as large as 
the larger of JL or M, and, for estimates of variances, the sample must 
be at least as large as 2|3L + MJ. 
3 
'•t 
It will h& shown that our methoil of two-way stratifieation is particul­
arly ©IfeetiTe If th« population cell fraqiwrnci©® ar« proportional to both 
marglmal frefutnciea, that Is, if tlNi two criteria of classification are 
ind«p«a«lent in th« statistical sense» to this cas® two-way stratification 
will practically always be more prtclse^ than simple stratification 
using etth«r of th# two criteria for conttructinf th« single system of 
strata, to fact, the variance with either singl# stratification will always 
b® larger to-n (n-l)/n times the mriance with our double stratification, 
so that the m&sdamm loss in variance i^t may result with two-way 
stratifieation under proportionality of fr»«|uen€ies Is lO0/{n-l) per 
cent of the single stratiEcation variance. 
Both a biased and an unbiased estisaator for ^the two-way stratifica­
tion design have been considered. Whe» &e cell freifuencies are pro­
portional to marginal fre^fueacies Hie two estiaaators are identical and 
the *%iased*i estiznator Is, in fact, unbiased. The unbiased estimator 
and its variance require kaowle^e of Ihf proportion of the population 
in each cell, but the biased estimator and its variance require only 
knowledge of the marginal strata proportions. This important fact 
permits application of the two-way deslg» to poptdations in which the 
margteal proportions of unit# in each class of the two stratifying 
criteria are Imown, bat not the proportions in each cell of the two-way 
table, for e»cimple, if the distribution of a population of individtmls 
is known by geo;graphic areas- as well as by age groups, but not by age 
groups within each geographic area, the biased estimator can be used 
with the two-way stratification to arrive at an estimate of the population 
mean of some characteristic associated with the individuals, to order 
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to be sttre that the bias is of low order the assiimption that cell frequen­
cies are reasonably proportioaal must be jlwatified. This assismi^ioii is 
frequently made ia survey sampling for the coastructioa of two-way 
stratifteations.. 
M cell frequencies are not proportional to marginal frequencies, 
sitmtions may ar^e in which two-way stratification gives less precise 
restiU.ts than one-way stratification. Sueh situations arise when the 
characteristic of the population being sittdied has a strong "interaction" 
in comparison wife the "row" and »»€©luiiHa'» effects in the usml analysis 
of variance sense, whmm the "rows" and »*c©lumns" are identified with 
the marginal stratifications in the two-way table. 
fe i^e above discussion it ha# been assumed that every cell of the 
two-way table contains some units of th# population. If there are some 
empty cells, special techniques are required for obtaining estimates 
of row, column and population means. Some attention is given to this 
problem in Section VHI of ihis study, and solutions are given for the 
common cases likely to be met wiKb in practice. 
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ladl®€iriaateal®l|', tliewgii mSmx s#m« «iirc'amffltaitc«s It may 
,iia,ir« gm%iMv eitieim^f 't&e it»a#a*€ destga*. 
Yat«s |24| |iy©f®s#4 & tiw»'*way sfcaraltfla-d a® that 
tli«' .ifatt©* «f maapgiaal tatals mi faaftfl® wtlt# t® lolal ii«apl« liait# 1« 
lii@ umam at tb« fopulation iratiei. Me •uig#st«4 using 
of mtiMmm ftteteilfmes !©» «8tl»attig wjf aa4 i>®i»{ed 
®mt 'Ih® dtffte'uiti#® &i e»tli»atl»g tli«- m^rbtme® If' lb©*® a»® miegual 
aw30til»«'ir# ®i ©tei«»mil@as to tl# smb-fla.g(i««* He did mt di«ems« th,« 
•proM«i.m ©I de«f itt*attflta*tom dlrac'tly, Mt ta it lat«f wmh (^S]> Iws 
iiir@f©i#d a {&t mtttlssimf tl» JLatlR sf«at« prtiMsIpl# t® select 
units. 'He p©liit#d ©ut •that d«»igiii» be wht^sk 
would petmit aa «»ti»att mi the mw-m. WmUm»m e»:tead#d tbe 
w©»lc ©f Tat«», patlicttlarly wtlb reiif«et I© -Hie esfeimatioa of errors. 
•fates, Fatl«-f •#»» .and FtaAel amd aE asewmed p©fulati©n# 
eotsdd be smbdi'rtded lalo efiml sised fMs anstmipttoii is also 
baiic to tbe eHecltwaet# #f tbe designs itmdied by T«i»|>i»g, Htirwit* and 
Demlag. Tb® btai m©t»d by Ibem Im cerlate destgas 4a due to lae<|tt.al-
ity mi smb«la#.s umiabey®, 
Mm«b wmh bat been dome in Ibe all^eatidit of smapl* ttmits to ttrata 
amd smbstrata wbete adS'^mate sample milt to cover all tbe itirata are 
asiwBied. Ifey»aaa (IS|, Haase® aad Mmirirtta |&|ff0* Midsrwiio ^17), 
Malosey amd otbef® ttadied frobleies of tMs rntttre aad showed 
that selettloa pyobabtllties mm. be a.««t|ppMid la smcb a way tliat the 
varlamee of'Ibe «»tiwtat.#« 1« eHeetlyely iredweed. 
••QoO'dBsam *ad El»li <S| €oa»td«red varyts® the j^robabttitte® of aelee-
ttoa la a way that lb# jprobability of obtamtag eertatm preferred 
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HI. STATEMEMT OF Tim. PROBLEM 
Ha.5rtl«y {i(| ia 19S4 proposnd a s€li«i»« for ofetaimiiig estimates from 
two-way stratified data wiaer# tlie total lomiber of sample units drawn 
is not necessarily as large a® the ntimber of substrata. Furthermore, 
the number of subdivisions according to one stratification need not be 
the same as for the other stratification. The only restriction on sample 
sise is that it be at least as large as the; number of strata into which 
the data are classified by the one-way stratification having the most 
strata. 
.Since the scheme does, not appear elsewhere in readily available 
form it wiU be presented .in some- detail:here. 
Consider that t^ data have been put into a two-way classification, 
according to the two stratification factors. The following notation will 
be used throughout this thesliJ 
N St total number of sample units in. th« pcqpulation. 
N„ c.U o£ the two-way 
table; i » 1,2,..., 1^; j s I, 2,...,M. It is assiimed that all 
M^j are greater than »«ro. A modification will be considered 
later. 
th Nj ss total number of sample units in th® i row. 
N j = WW numb.r of .ample unU. to column. Wh.r. m> 
confusion can arise, H. will be written H., and N . will be l. 1 '3 
written Nj. This simpllficati<m will be used with other 
marginal means and totals deHned below. 
9 
s total sample sizei. 
a., jsaiamber of sampl# aatis ifawa from 6h® ij cell. 
til 
a^^ » aamber of sample aaits drawa from the 1 row. 
til 
=numb«ofMmpl*unU.to.wnfroma..J eoton. 
th. Pij » H|j/N «propojrt4oa of &« popalatloa ia ij cell. 
1*1% p| « N| /N « proportioa of tli« popalatioa ia the i row. 
p J » H j/N SI proportioa of popalatioii in tibe j*^ column. 
^Ijk " sample mit ia the 4^*^ row a»i j^^ colama. 
^ij ® "^ijk^^ij meaa for the ij cell. 
— &l tli pr| » Ej «poptilatioa m«aa for the i row. 
fi. s j « populatiott meaa for the colama. 
? = Vu"^ .popuU«o„ «.an for aU »h. data. 
ya ' ' « • < = • " '  " •  
•aero if » 0. 
— M ^'ii J th yj * ^ j' meaa for the i • row. 
y J » r.^'I^"^yyj|^/a^ J * sample meaa for the j^^ columa. 
y » y'ijk^'^ ® sample meaa for all the data. 
When the range of the sammatioa is ohviows# only the subscripts over 
which the variables are to be summed will be tadicated. €»her notatioa 
wUl be introduced as aeeded. 
The sample scheme proceeds as follows:. 
1. Compute the py, p^ and p |. 
2. Jkssume ti:ie total sample sise, a»; is given. 
3. Allocate the a^ and a j by rouadfeaiE to iategers the following 
products: p^ a aad p ja. The scheme assumes that 1 and n I 
10 
for all I ani j. II soaa« of thm aai a ^ rowi4 to mro^ ttiey may bet 
forced upward to walty, or rows aad columas can he comfelned uatil all 
«! aad n j ar# «f«iai to or gr«at#r thaa imlty. II 1* to fee r«membered 
tltat a is assi»m#d to be «Qml to or gr«at«r -tima th# larger of h aad M* 
th« awmbers of row® aad colMmas* r«sf«ctiv«ly. 
4. L«t ap^ij ®aa|j + Ojj wh.«r« is ti# larg«nit Jat«g«r in np^j aad 
0 ^ < 1. Tb# m|j eofflititmt® aa ». priori allotmaat of sample units 
to tt. C.U. of U« .wo.w.y t.W.. Thu. «. = Xymy unit, are allocated 
in tWs maaaer, leaving «, »b - m waits yet to be allocated. L.et 
""i.-=A3 J 
Tbea, 
»i. ="1. -""i. • 
u . a i i j > m j .  a n d  
Note tbat the and m j are integers fo? all i and j. Note, also, that 
it is assumed that all m| aad u j are greater than xero. M this is not 
the case, -oae can accomplish the desired result by making ao^ priori 
allotment ia the row or column ia which Uj or u j is equal to aero. By 
virtue of the fact that all a^ and a j are equal to or greater thaa uaity, 
the desired result is accomplished. It is assumed that once the values 
of the U| and. Uj ar# determined .they remain fiseed ia the random sampliag 
procedures which follow. The decision to select a partic.tilar set of u^ 
and uj «rr..pond. to th. d.cUlo= to r««d .ampU .l«. to infg.r. in 
one-way stratification with proportional allocation. 
Table I is presented to assist the reader in visualiisiag the a priori 
11 
Ta.M« 1. SsmmplA of a priori alloeafeion of sampl# units 
to s.^bstra.ta"' 
Pu by cells i Pi m. i 
. 2©a) .14(1) .Of 1 .43 4 3 1 
.11(1) .08 .0? Z .26 3 1 2 
.05 .04 .06 3 . IS 1 0 1 
.m .04 ,04 4 Ai 2 0 2 
« J i E 3 
.44 .30 .24 
n. J 4 
3 3 
3 1 0 
^5 1 2 3 
allocitlion proe«4iar«. let tWf illnstralioa, a » 10 and m « 4 so that 
u*tn » m ss It. Th» a priori alaealions mtm ihowa in fMttr«ntlie8es in each 
cell for wkick an a priori allocation was 
5.. Coastrticl a m x u sfuar# an ttlMsttattd in Figur# 1. fiie row® of the 
u X u square will fe« r«f®rrei to as aa4 th# columns as "arrays'" 
to avoid confttsioa with the rows and coltntttts of th« L ac M two-way 
stratification. Also, the cells of th« m x «l sqiaara will h« called 
12 
(1 j = 1 
0 \ 
X 
( a L P CD 
2 2 
C) 0 5 0 a 
X 
3 
> 
X 
0 
3 4 
o f 
} ; 
o 0 
4 5 
o o 
X 
•a 
6 
! 
X 
t> 5 
t = 1 2 4 5 b 
j = 1 2 3 
Figo 1 Specimen u x u square 
sample units to substp 
for allocation of 
mta. 
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'••swbcella"'. TMis dlffere-iac# in terminology will b« ma.intaia«d tferowgli-
omt tbis tb@ais. 7li« se's are flaeti at mniom in u of the smbCdUs in 
mch % tmmnm tliat sach lla« aini array is r®pr«®«ated by an x exactly 
one time. TM» proceittr® is similar to eelectioa of a raadom lAtin 
s<imr« and tbe smbsefwenl selection 'Of a random treatment therefrom. * 
It may b« accomplished at follows; 
a. Himber the li*»s and arrays from I to m. 
b. Consider the first llae. Draw a taadom iittmber from 1 to u 
to determiae the array wlthia Ch# ffcrst liae to receive an x. 
€. Draw a random namber to d«ljirmln® which of the remaining 
arrays will receive an x withi* tibe second line. 
d. Continme process mnttl the tfmre is. completed. 
$. Identify the first line* of the Sfware wllh row 1 of the two-way 
stratification table, the next lines with row I of the two*way strati­
fication table, and so forth. la Figure I, line 1 is identified with row 1, 
lines 2 and 3 with row 2, line 4 with roWf I, and linos 5 and 6 with row 4 
of the two-way stratifleation table. Similarly, identify the first u j 
arrays with colitmn 1 ©€ the two-way stratificaiiom table, the next u ^ 
arrays with colnmn 2, coatiwBHlng wntil all lines and arrays have been 
Identified with strata of the or%iaal data table. The si^cells of the 
u X « sq«are have .tiims been formed into larger cells which correspond 
directly with the smbstrata. 
7. Count the x's in each of the major cetts, and ^note the numbers 
by Ifhese nwmbers cottstitnte the remaining allocation to the stib-
•trata, so that ay *3®u l^ftrence to Fignre 1 shows that for this 
Whether or not the procedure is identical is not considered here. 
14 
partlcttlar lUuatration u a 6, Uj j a 0, Ujj, « 1, Uj^ « 0, u^j * ©» u^^ ® 0» 
^23 * addstd to -the isj^j allotted a priori 
in Table I, yield the following saropl® numbers for each cell: 
n j j . Z  "12-2 "13 "0 
"21 "22 "23 = 2 
"31=° "32 = ' "33 ' ® 
n ^ l - l  "42=° 
"43"! 
8. select the .»mpl. unit, at r.„4om within «=h of the .^.trat.. 
This completei the sampling procedure. 
Formula# for estimators and variances for this sampling plan are 
given below. The proofs appear later. 
Let Gy * pjj/(m^j + u^ u j/u) . (1) 
Then. 
.y^ a Syttj^Gyy^ (2) 
is an unbiased estimate of JT', It ii to be understood that summation is 
only over those cells for which HJJ > Q. The variance of this estimate 
is 
Var ir^) »2:^^PyayS{^ + (!/(«»-IJJ S^u^ u 
- + (Sii) j , (3} 
where, 
(SSlj »(l/u) ZjU^ Gyfiy (5) 
(Sp) j ® (1/uJ SjUj GyjAjj {6J 
15 
^ (I /«») jG|jf^y (7) 
Hartley also suggested a biased estimator, believed generally to 
have a smaller variance, as follows: 
yg =(l/n) S^jUj^yij , (8) 
with variance, 
Var (fg) a(l/tt*) S^yjmy + + (l/n^(u-l)) u 
"^i. - ? j + . (9) 
where, 
s^l/u) SIjU , (10) 
|A j ® ( IZ'^) £j |Ay f O 1) 
}A s:(l/u') S|j Uj U jji^j .  (12) 
Both variance formwlas (3) and (9) have been modified slightly from 
the form given by Hartley. 
To distinguish the two estimators, (2) aad (8), (2) will be referred 
to as the ••unbiased estimator^' and (8) will be referred to as the ''biased 
estimator** throughout this thesis, although many other such estimators 
may exist. 
In this thesis some of the properties of Ifertley's sampling scheme 
will be investigated. Bi particular, the variances of both the biased 
and unbiased estimators will be compared with those expected under 
one-way stratification, and the problem of finding estimates of the vari­
ances will be approached. Finally, the problem of extending the scheme 
to cases in which some of the Njj may be aero will be discussed. 
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IV. VAmiAMGES AND $OME CONCt-VISIONS ON 
EFFICEENCT 
A. Prelimtnary Variance ©erivalions 
Although the variances of both the biased and unbiased estimators 
were derived by Hartley {9h derivations will be given here. The 
derivation# given here differ from those given by Hartley, and the inter­
mediate results will be required later. 
Conti'der a u sc u square, whose subeells have been grouped into 
major cells in the manner illustrated in Figure I. Construct the vari­
able Vgj. with the following properties: 
1. «U contatoa an I. 
s 0 otherwise. 
2. The probability that v^j. » 1 is clearly l/u, and the probability 
that v^i as0 i« 1 - l/u s(u - IJ/u. 
Th. v,t eon.«tuSe a btaomial varJabU, tl»n. who., m.an U l/u and 
whose variance is 
Var(Vgj).{u-l)/u«. (13) 
It is apparent that S® v^^ « ^^^st ®aargiaal total is con­
stant for every row, the sum of the variances and covariances within each 
row will be ssero. Thus, 
jfeh Var (i row total) » Var v^^ 4- 2 2^^ jfCov « 0. 
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The convention will be adopted that primes on the second subscripts of 
covariance terms will indicate that the primed subscripts cannot assume 
the values of the first aubscriptt. There are u variance terms, all of 
which have the value given by equation ^13} and u(u - 1|& covariance 
terms which are constant within the i'^ row. Hence 
u{u - IJ/m* + 2u(u-l)/E Gov =sO. 
Solving for the covariance, it is seen that 
Cov vg^v^t, ® 
A similar argument, with interchange of subscripts, shows that 
^st^s't * 
Now, consider the covariance® of cells in different rows and columns. 
For the derivation, the first two rows will be considered. There are 2u 
variance terms, 2u(u - 1) covarlances in the same row, 2u covariances 
in the same column, and 2uCu -1} covariances in di£terent rows and 
columns. Also, the sum of the first two rows is constant, hence, 
Var {row 1 + row 2) = 2u{u - l)/u* r 2u(u - IJ/u* • 2u/u' 
+ 2u(u - 1) Cov s 0. 
Solving for the covariance, 
%t'^s*t' " 
Theee variances and covariances can be used to find the variances 
and covariances of the u... To find the variance of u.., note that the ij ij 
variance of this larger cell is the sum of all of the variances and covari­
ances of the Vgj within the ij'^ major cell. Within the ij''^ cell there 
are u.n^j variances, each with value (u - l)/u^. There are 
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covariances within the »ame row, each with value - 1/u^- There are 
u,u^(uj - 1) cowunca. wlftto th. .am. .olumn. «ch with valu. -l/u'. 
There are - l)(Uj - 1)U|^U^ covariance* of smlKrell* indifferent rows 
and columns, each with value l/u*(u-l). ComMaing these results, 
tt^u.{u-l) uju.fu.-lj UjttJU|-l) Cuj-l)(u.-l)u^u. 
Var Ui* ss .iun.ii.a. » .1 i'm .r.nmr 1,11 i,-u » „ 4. '—s. 
y u^ u^ u* u®(u-l) 
u.u.(u-u.Hu-u.) 
a Ul—!!!—IL . (17) 
Consider the covariance of Th« covariance is the sum of 
all the possible covariaaees of the subcells in the iJ, ij' major cells. 
Th.,. ar. u,ujuj. covarlanc. of .ubc.lU ta th. .«n. row. ..ch with 
valtMs -1/u^ and UjUjUj,(U|-l) covariances of subeells in different rows 
and columns, eack with value l/u*(u*l). Hence 
UjU.U,, 
Gov U..U.., a -  — +  — L J — —  
u« u^ln-l) 
u.u,u.,(u.-u) 
* J i", ' . (18) 
U^(U'l) 
A similar argument, with interchange of subscrif^s, yields 
Cov UyU,,. « ^ I . (19) 
u»{u-l) 
There are U|UjU|^,Uj, covariances of subcells in different rows and 
columns in Cov Each has the value l/tt^(u-l). Hence, 
Covu,.tt « -1jLL.J. (20) 
u^u-l) 
Th. m..n of t. aUo r.quU-.d, l,.t E denote malh.xnatlcal 
expectation. It is seen that u^ is a sum of UjUj variates v^^^, for each 
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o£ which th. i^olabUlty that v.j = 1 U I/u. Hence. 
E U|j , (21) 
B. Variaac# of this Unbiiksei Estimator 
To facilitate tit® derivation, the misbiased estimator will be written 
in the following form; 
% » • <22) 
Denote tlie first term on the right by and t!»6 «(econd by B^. Then, 
® -^u * ®tJ • 
Var (y^) « Var + Var B^ + 2 Cov A^^ . (24) 
It wUl b. .hown Uat COY A„B„ - 0. It I. clear that E Ajj = 0. h.nc. 
Oov ^ i[jf ^ ^ ^  ^ ^  ^  ^ ^ 
a E ^ij • 
Let the n|j be fixed, and take expectation over all y^j. Then, 
Cov AjjBjj »£'£" [EyByGjjliy Sy"'(jGy(yg " fy)] . 
where E- tedicate. expectation oyer all and E" Indicate, e^cu-
tioa for fixed n^. Thus, 
Cov AyB^ sE' S^^nyG^jE" (y^j - p,jj) . 
But E" (yy - Hy) as 0, hence Cov A^^j » Q» and formula (24) may be 
written 
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Var « Var 4 Var . (25) 
CoasMar Var A^. Since E A^ » 0, Var A^ can be written 
2 p 2 
Var Ay s E A^a E ijQijtyjj - = E [^ij^lj ^k^^ijk ' ^ij^] 
» E Sj 2^j.{yy|g -
+ 2E " '^I'j^] • 
But the second term equals isero becaus* the sample are drawn indepen­
dently la the various cells-
Var Ay »E S|j G|j * M-ylj term whose expectation 
is zero) 
But the second eseptctation is now recognisable as the variance of a sample 
tot.1 compci of ny .«npl. unit, from . flnlt. toUl ol Ny .uch unit.. 
Its value is known to be 
Hence, 
Var = £• SyOfj (ny/Ny)(N„ - njj)S^ 
• =yO}j [=• "ij - =• '"{j • 
But ""^ij * ^'^ij *®^ij * from formula (21). Also 
E*n|| » Var n^j + (E'n^j)* s Var Uy + (E'n^j)* 
u.tt.(u-uj)(u-uj U4U. 
= -i-i i + (mi, + -V )' . (27) 
u»(u-l) " 
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from formulas (17) anii (26). 
P u.«. u.uJtt-u.)(u-u.) 
V«A„.SyG;j > -
1 1 
^ (my + -J^'J Sfj u* J ="« . (28) 
The second and third terms inside the square hracicets are a finite 
population correction within the iJ ceil. M they are ignored. 
Var Aij ss. £|jG^ ^ 
* Sjj • (29) 
Consider the var^nce of By 
. Uj.Oy|»,j . (30) 
Denote the first term on ttie right by B^., and the second by B^.,,. Then 
Var B^ s Var B^„, since B^, contains t»ily constants. 
Var B^ = E ( ^ (E ^ij**ij*^ljj^tj^** 
For convenience in nctation, let Then, 
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^ EVIJ. VIJ' 
ttf if uf u,u,, 
var B .Z^^(EuJj -^)W», + JZ, X,^j,(EUyUy, - -1^ IWyWy, 
+ 2ZJ ZJ^J,{EUYUJ,J - -LUJWYWJ.J + 2 ZJ^J, ZYJ, (EUYUJ.J, 
« 2^ij Var «||W|j + 2 Ej 2^ Gov 
^ 2 Gov i»jj«|,j,WyWj,j, . (31) 
TMs form of vartence of will be manful lmt«. Substttutteg from 
©QWTTOAT (17), (IS), (19) &nd (20), 
Ui,»i(«-mJ(tt-ii|) m.u.,u„(u-u.) 
Var B a E * " ^ 1 W* . 2X E ^ J 1 * w W v.r „-ry—-J— ^ y 2riEj<j. WyWy, 
- 2Z, E. ,.. -UIJ—iw„w.„ + 22.,,, Sj,., U-lLiL « 
£'x|>aiidlag and rearrang^teg term.s« 
Var Bj,Ml/u-l)(Zy»,UjWfj - r,(u,/«)[£ujw^ + 2^^j,U^Uj,W„Wy,J 
- ZJLUJ/U) [S,«(W> + 
» 2Zj Ej^j,u|uju.,wyw,j, + 2 Zj Zi.,,Urt,u| WyW^.j 
m'9 
WS'-teg lormiela® (i|t «it4 if)> mM4. -Hi®' t«ila,li<»]:ishi|) l»«tvreen. 
L^NL'WD'W, • 
^ W|.* *• W)« (32) 
» (1 /LU- L)>SY VJ [ ® ^ ^ ] * • 
ia tk® siolatioii ti#@4 « A dtrimllea wMck esn lb*- l<leatill«(i 
wltfc 'Ikts ts glT#® liy E#»i»ifc©tii« fll, |». 191) a»i hj 
MmmUf Safwil;ii amd {$i V'QI, I, p, the frool 
btlttg attylli«l«d -t© C®rafi«ld aai E-iraas. 
ComMiitog Ifn* A|| »ad 'Tay 
wM^-lii feriflts tomttla i$\. 
C. 1FAIFLWAE« ei L&D B' la««D £stisQal€»7 
Tit# vasrlaiK!# ®f tii« l(tai.s#i, ©.itlsBaato* 4a @btaim«4 «aiiyiy fr©»a Tar (y^) 
fey l/a la •||3). 'ffca# 
YAARCY^) « •*" ' 
.ndjra«defta.dby.»«««l.(10). (U).nd{U). Bat 
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hence 
V»r {y^l ^ (l/n'C^»-l))2^j«j«j(^|j-!Aj -!Jij+?)' 
which is the result given freviouily. 
D. Effieteacy ©f the Two-Way Stratified Sample Design 
Theoretical considerations 
Comparisons of efficiency, based ^on variances, will be made with 
the one-way stratification which can be constructed from the two-way 
design by considering rows only, or columns only, as strata. Since 
the theoretical results for rows and columns are the same, except for 
change of notation, it will be assumed that rows are the single system 
of strata. 
It is well known that the variance of a mean of a stratified sample, 
ignoring the finite population correction, is 
If a system of singie j^tratification by rows (i = 1, 2,..., L) is used, 
the within strata variances are 
Var (yg) « (l/N^) S^N| S|/n. I ''I'**I • (33) 
(34) 
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where it la aasiajtied that is approatimately equal to Ny - I, and 
N| is appreatimately equal to N| ~ 1. These approximations are made 
te ord.r to Identify more ...ily th. co».p<ment. of V«r (fg) ""k 
components of Var {y^| and Var (fg)- SiAstltrntlag for S| in (33), 
Var (yg) «(1/N«) |N^j/N^) [s| 4 - il|)2] 
a (1/N*) Sj <N^/nj) NjjSfj + (1/N^) (Nj/n^) 
(35) 
In order to compare the varioms sampling plans, sozne simplified 
notation will he introduced. Let 
UJJ « + TT|«J)/NU (36) 
tjj wnj/n (37) 
U| mn^/n . (38) 
With this change in notation, the mrlaaces of the different sampling 
plans can he stimmari'^ ed as follows: 
One-way stratified sampling: . 
Var Ag « (l/n) (PtPjj/%)Sfj (39) 
Var Bg « (l/n) By (P4P4j/U^)(|Ay - il|)» . (40) 
Unbiased two-way stratified sampling; 
Var A^j a (l/n) ^|j(p|j (^^ ) 
var B„.(l/n'<u - I)) 
(42) 
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Biased two way sti-atilied sampltog: 
Var Ag «S|j (43) 
VAR BG 9s(l/n^ (U-L))[R.^^ ^I^J^LJ ^ ^ I NTY/W)'^ 
- u Xj Uj(E, u, ^y/u)» + (r^ ^ UjityM' . (44) 
Th@ thseem sampling plaai will |i@ compared under some particular 
assumptions ahomt the population sampled. First, assume that the 
WjUj are ideally proportional to the tnie py, and that no wntts have 
been assigned a priori. That is. assiaae that s » p^p^ » p^^ 
s Njj/N lor all i and J. Then, flj a «|IJ,, ii »jl', Uj « Pj » Nj/N, 
and U| »p| « N|/N. It is apparent that'nnder these assumptions 
Var Ag » Var A^^ w Var Ag^^, and y^ is not hiased. The subscript n 
indicates that no units.have been assigned a priori. Also, under the 
same assumptions, 
Var B^^ » Var » (l/n*(u - I)) [ 2^ «jmj(jAjj-]I^)^ - u SjU^(ir^-il)^ 
(45) 
Var B^ « (1/n^) • (46) 
The second term in the right of (45) is always negative or sero, so 
the most one can los® if cell frequencies are proportional is 
(l/Iu-^l))Var B|. 
The first term of (45) is (n/(a~l) Var Bg, so that under the given 
assumptions, the two-way stratificatio® will have a smaller variance 
than the one-way stratification whenever 
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R@lattiig tfe« strni® of aqm^ts ia {47)' t© tlm usual a-mlyiis ©f vari-
an«, Ey UjUjfcy - ?,)' 1. ft. wlttln ..£ .q«r.. and 
VL 2^j Sj ^j(?j - tk« coltamn. meaas sam 
©f aqi»3P«®. B©th sums of aqmtmB are w«tg,M«d toy th.e prodacfc of th« 
marginal frequencies u^ aad Uj. Let - jli)/®. *®'| » a, 
-ithln l'" row m.an .q»r., l.. - flVu a brtw,.n 
columns mean square. Tlie sigma. aotatioa l» used simply for conven­
ience. It does »©t imply that the |jty have » distribution, since they are 
parameters. With this notation, 
Xy Vj(liy - ?i)' - uE, », 
U SJJ VJPJ - F''"''•B • 
Now, assume that «r| is constant for all i so that u tt^r| » uV^ . 
' W ' • w 
Then the two-way stratiflcatioa schemes will have a lower variance 
as long as 
'w < " 'B • <•'*' 
But .ach i. a of L val«. h.nc.. In th. .b..«e. of row a«d 
column effects, ©ae would suppose tlmt might be of the same order 
a. L Thl. «mp.rUon tadteat.. that, for »h. .wo-way .tratiflca-
tion to be effective compared to single stratification with rows as 
strata, the within rows components m^ust, on the average, he 
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small®! tliaa u/L times the between, column means component. Note 
that u/L mmat always he eqnal to o* greater than imlty, so that the 
conditions on the additivity of cell means are rather mild if cell 
frequencies are proportional. 
la the above discission It tos been assnmed that rows are the 
single stratification. The same conclmsions hold with "rows" and 
"colnmns" interchanged if colnmns are the single syitem of strata. 
The question of what results can be ea^cted if cell means do 
not depart seriously from additivity but cell frequencies are definitely 
not proportional requires further eaeamtnatton. In the first place, 
it may be noted that the allocation ©f malts a priori to those cells 
with High C.U £r.qu.nci.. bring, th. By talo clo..r corr..pond«c. 
with 0.. py. A. th. MmpU .!«. t. inc««.d Uvl. corr..pond.nc. 
becomes closer, and with large n the differences between Uy and py 
become trivial. This observation is not of much practical value in 
the cases cemsidered here since it is assumed that n is relatively 
small. Even a lew cases allocated a priori can help to remove 
serious disproportion, however, as will be shown in the illustrations 
to be presented later. 
The effect of disproportion between the Ujj and pjj will be con­
sidered first with respect to tiie A components. 
Assume that « K, a constant, for all i and j. Then, 
V a r A g  « ( K / n J  ^ p | ( 4 9 )  
Var «(K/n) (50) 
2F 
Y&r Ag =K/a. (51) 
cauamfci-tie® (4f) aad (50) ar® always gr«at«i' than or equal to K/n, being 
equal to E/m only i» the special cases that la (49) p^ s for all i, 
aad ia (50) p^j a tly for all i a»d j. This naay be proved as follows; 
Let Oc X|< 1, (i » 1, 2,..., a), such that S| X| « 1. 
3Uet 0< yjC I, (1 s? 1,2, ,»)# such that y^ « 1. 
Then, 
% - I « Y|(XJ/YJ)^ - 1 A SJ T|^X|/YJ - I f  >Q. 
Identify with pj and y^ with U| in (49), and X| with p^j and y^ with 
Ujj in (50) to obtate the required result. 
Var is likely to be more severely inAated by disproportion than 
Var Ag, since Uy can assume smaller values than Uj. Hence, with 
fixed within cell variances one can exppct the followixig relationship to 
hold for 'the A components of the variaiM:#: 
V.r V.r A, < Var A„ . (52) 
When the s|j are variable from cell to cell this relationship need 
not hold. If p|| /tJy and S|j are positively correlated the inequalities 
are lUeely to be strengthened, but if the correlation is negative tib.e 
inequalities maybe reversed. This reversal occurs in one of the 
illustrations to be presented later. Sine# the p^, and S|j are 
parameters, not subject to frequency distributions, it is impossible 
to state with what frequency one cam eaipect to find correlations of a 
given order. However, in a given sampling situation, some informa­
tion is usually available concerning the relative siaes of the S|/. At 
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least th® cells that have the highe»t valweis of S|j are likely to be 
knonra. If, for these cells, P|j» unbiased 
estinaator may lead to aerloui inflation of the A component of the 
variance. If, on the ©ttier hand, the reverse ineqmlity holds, substan­
tial reduction in the A component may be achieved by use of the im-
biased estimator. 
The effect of disproportion on the B component i# less obvious. 
The effect of di»pro|»ortion on the com|».ri»on between the single 
stratification variance and the. variance of the biased two-way 
estimate will be Investigated first. To simplify the comparison it 
will be assumed that there are no rounding errors in assiging the'u^, 
that is, it will be assumed that U| ap|. Then flie variance of the B 
component of the single stratification estimate with rows as strata 
can be written 
Also, the B component of the biased two-way estimator from formula 
{45) can foe written 
Var Bg »(1M Sy Py(|*^j - il)* . (53) 
Var «|l/(u-n > "0^ [^j - - S ^ UjiiTj - il)*) 
•« (1/CU-I) > [SY . S^' . ?•)« 
- Zj DjfiTj - 5)'] 
«{L/(U - I) } J^^IJ "" ^ 
(54) 
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%aoiriag ti« (l/u> aiid (1/im I)), aeeond 
term of (S4) i« #%ml t® (51) aad tli« last two of ^54) ar® Inde-
pemd#ia.t of tlwft fcrme py Tliif first l«yai of (S4) shows timt .the .felattiv® 
.stss' 0f -th# iw® vrnvixmrnu cfltimllf Qm Ih# c-oirf«lati«m b«-
t w « « a o f  f t h «  p , ^ i 3 t m a  p r o p . o i r f i o a i . H t y  a » < l  o f  d « v l a . -
tioa» of c«ll m«a«» from trum r&w M cells, fosr which p-^j is 
sm&llmT fchaii at fch# »m-mm timm Istfg« ii,«irlaH©»s of c®U 
meaas from ir®w *3a«an» lh« va^iaae# of th« hiaastd two-way ©stimat© 
cam h«c©m« sisrioujsly t»fla..t«ii. If» how«v®r, Wbe correilmtiott between 
(tl|j • pijl. *ii4 CiA|j • iTp® 4,» ii.«gis.tiir#, <ftttp»@poartiom c*a work to th« 
ii.iimatag« of Ihn. .two-way d#stgtt. fWlh«r g#i»«riiliaEa-tio«i do®« not 
ap|».ar !©• h« f«s.sihl«. 
th<s **i€ «»tiis».toiP« mtm com|aiy«d wh©n 
c«il fr#i|ii«.»ci«« a-r# iti»psropoytto«»te. E<tmtioti (42) foi- Vat* shows 
thskt #a€h e«ll *ja©iti* 1» w«ight@4 hy .l»|j/^|| iKhaa th« lut^araeliom of 
e«li ».«*»« is e©mpmt«4 hy w«ifhtiag with Th® »a.me w^.ights mittj 
mrm m#®4 im. th« of khm h,:to.s«d «,#tii3aiHor a» w®ll, itmticm any 
dlff«:y«iic« .titt th« mrlaae# h«tw««ti th« B c©»apo»«iift« of th» hiaa#d 
aad »atiaaat.or» mm»t hm mec©«at«il for hy €«partMar« of the 
ratio# fsroMa mfiity. 
MttltlpHcmtloa of th© hy i»trodm©ea additional var.4atloa 
into tttn tahl© of ce-ll «afea»..»» #o that Im the .ah«®m«© of fi»ih«r iaforma-
tioa mhomi th® popmlstioa •&&» wowld #3ep«,ct all mriaa©® compoaeat# 
of th« table of iaclmdiag th@ iat®.racfc4oa eompoa©at, to be 
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increased' It Is reasoneMe then to mx:pmct Vat to b« larger than 
Var Bg. to special case® il maybe smaller, however. K Pjj/Uy 1. 
positively correlated with the interaction residnals the inflation of 
Tar By is accentmted, but if i» negatively correlated with the 
interaction residnals ttie inflati«a ©f Var B^j tends to be reduced. With 
high enottgh negative correlation Tar B^j may actually be smaller than 
Tar Bg. This situation occurs in one of the examfles to be presented 
later. 
Criteria are needed for determining, oa the basis of efficiency, 
whether to use single strattficatlon or two-way stratification, and, if 
the choice is in favor of two-way stratMlcation, whether to use the 
biased or unbiased estimate. Some tentative criteria for making the 
choice will be presented after some particular illustrations have been 
examined. 
2, Bias 
So far in the discussion, no attention has been given to the bias of 
the biased estimator. The eaepected value of fg is 
•E yg »(1/n^ E» n^ E" y^j «|l/a) SyCnajj -f- utu^/u) , (S5) 
but the true mean is 
* ^ IJ ^'IJ ' 
Hence the bias in y^ is 
b « Z,, ij (l/n)(mjj + ujuj/uj -
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mxtlmy 0) feas •howa thai If th® U| ar# appjroatiMsately «qml to th« 
atid 'the TIj af|>ir0xlmately tqml to a..p^ll»bia. =.ab..xpr....d 
as: 
^ ® ®'l/tiG®'|AE«s ^p/aG)|iItes ' 
wheif« staaiard i®viatloii of th« qmntlties welght«d 
hy f jj, ®"|xl,®s slaodard deviation of the quantities --111-111+1?) 
with .weights. P|j» and Fp /y^Q||^|5^es ** cojrrelaticm between the 
quantities l/nG|j and (P'jj'il again we.ifhted by An upper 
bound, then, can. be found by letting p stl. 
The bias can be written 
b « - pjj) , (57) 
and it may be seen .that dtffere:®®®# between the and Pjj will Gontri-
butt to th. bU. (1) th. ar. .U constant, or ,2) th. (UyPy) 
and fijj are mac or related. Condition (1) is completely unrealistic, 
but condition (2) may be met approacimately in many applied case®. 
Om can easily determine the cells in which the sample allocation, 
es^retsed as either «ay/n + U|Uj/«n or tl|j, differs by some arbitrarily 
selected quantity from the p^. Then, if one has some prior informa­
tion about tite population to be sampled, a plotting of the differences 
between ^e sampling proportions and the p^j against the anticipated 
means will qulclily permit a decision as to whether the bias will be 
large or smaU. Witho^ prior information about the population, one 
must remain in doubt about the possible bias. 
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It it important to liot® her# that (ifmtlon (57) indicates that the 
diiproportioa between the Uij and py, which is the very factor tend­
ing to toiflate the variance o£ the unbiased estixnator, is alto the factor 
which permits bias to enter .if one usee l^e biaeed estimator. Hence 
a high valme of the ^mntity Sjj p||/U|j ehoiild not be. the signal for 
rejection of the nabia.«ed estimator In favor of the biased estimator 
until the possibility of bias ha® been investigated. U may, however, 
be an indksation that one-way stralificallon shotili be used rather than 
either of the two-way estimators. 
to . gJy.n .ampltog problem th. Sy pJj/Oy may b. re-
diiced substantially by a small change in the sample sise. This 
possibility can be investigated at the time the sample is designed. 
3. Hlmetyatioas 
The variotts sampling schemes have been applied to three sets of 
data and the resalts^ are preseated here. The first set of data consists 
of gross retalPl sales of 9S food and drink establishments in South­
western Wyoming. These data will be called "the Wyoming data" 
throttghont the remainder of this &e»ls. A snmmary of the data 
appears in .Appendix Table 16 . The establishments were classified 
as grocery stores, bars, and cafes, a.nd, within each of these classes, 
into two subclasses according to total aannal payroll. Those with 
payrolls under #S, 000 were put into one class and those with payrolls 
of $§, 000 and over into the other. A comparison of ttte variances of 
the different sampl'^ ' schemes is shown in Table 2.. 
Table 2. Comparison of variaaces of differeat samplteg desigas for lite 
Wyomiag gross sales dala 
Sample size 
aad compoaeat 
Two-way stratification 
BSIEIE'" 
estimator eslizzmtor 
Oae-way stratificatioa 
Ty^ ot'esteb. as 
strata 
rop. • 
alloeatioa allocatioa allocalioa allocatioa 
l^yroll classes 
as sfcrata 
OPTIMTUSQ 
a = 3 A UB 3S0 467 447 4f3 444 
B 6 fS S7S • i2i 313 233 
Total 414 478 845 845 477 
Bias -3.4 
a s: 4 A 250 410 277 277 295 295 
B 
-11 5S 224 224 1S2 1S2 
Total m 465 501 501 477 477 
Bias 11.7 
a s 5 A 2S7 244 260 214 244 247 
B 58 45 215 173 145 139 
Total 315 289 475 387 411 3S4 
Bias .5 
Source: Appeadix Table 16, 
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The superiority of fch® two-way stratification de'Sigra with respect to 
thes# data is ©hvioms. Compariiig th# two-way stratifications it can 
be seen that th« «nh.ias«d estisaator has a smaller variance than 'th# 
biased •stimator, which is contrary to what one might normally 
exp«ct. Th« cas« n « 4 shows a remarkably small variance for the 
unbiased estimator. For Qii® case, p|j / tly » I. 19, indicating 
some disproportion amcmg the U|j and py However, the correla­
tion between Sy- 64 wh.ich is great enough to offset 
the effect due to disproportion and to create a substantial reduction 
in the A component of the variance of the unbiased estimator. Like­
wise, the unweighted correlation between the P|j/U|j and the interac­
tion residuals is -.30 so that one is not surprised to find the B com.-
ponent of the variance also to be smaller for the ui&lased estimate 
than for the biased estimate. 
The bias of the biased estimator is quit® large for the case n » 4. 
This may not be a typical case, but it does point out that dispropor­
tion can cause serious bias if the cell aawans are highly variable. 
Eeference to the da-ta, Appendix Table 16 , shows that the bias is 
largely due to the cell i » 2, J « I, in which there is a cell mean of 
151. fO, compared to a population mean of 54. S7. The cell receives 
a weight of . 117 in the biased estimator compared to a true weight 
of . 105. 
The second set of data used for comparison of variances is con­
sumption per household of a consumer product stratified by 
nine geographic regions and by Urban, Eural and Special Metropolitan 
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Areas, The basic data m&j h® found In Appendix Table 17 .• Only 
cell means and proportions are available, h<8nc« the A components 
of variance can only be computed by miJking assumptions about the 
within cell variances. Computations wsr® made for sample siaes 
n ss 9, n * I®, and n » 27. Since there are nine geographic regions, 
no smaller sample tJuin nine can be drawn. The resiilts are summar-
isjed in Table# 3, 4 and 5. 
Two assumptions were made aboat the within cell variances. 
Assumption 1 Is that the wi&tn cell variances are a constant^ K, for 
all i and j. Assumption Z Is that the within cell coefficients of varia­
tion are constant and e-qml to /i". To lllmstrate the use of theae 
a®sumptions,in comparing variances, suppose /£" » . 2, then c « . 04, 
and, referring to Table 4, one can construct the following comparison 
of variances; 
A B Total 
Unbiased estimator . 041 .053 . 094 
Biased estimator .042 .028 . 070 
One-way stratification 
Efegions as strata .038 . 036 . 075 
Areas as strata .039 .094 . 135 
The one -way stratifications are based on proportional allocation 
because of lack of Isnowledge ©f the within cell variances. The one­
way stratification with regions as strata yields smaller variances 
than the ^two-way schemea for sample aisse 9. Si8li23nj^l6'S OjC jlS 
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Table 3. CompAxisan of r^risam»a o£ various sampling 
4©iig»s for the pr&Auct •X' eoasumptlon <iata 
. n * 9 
—, - . 'Sesigi" 
Gomponftiit VSB5ie3* '^5lase'dr' lteglonT¥i""Areas a# 
msUmAtor strata strata 
A 
Assumftion 1 .Ul K .111 K .141 K . 114 K 
Arnavtmpmm 2.476 « t. If3 c 2.114 c 2.042 c 
B .332 .OtS .064 .196 
Bias . 2t3 
Sourc®? Appeniis: Table 17. 
Tabl# 4. Co'unparlson of varlanc©« of various sampling 
4e®ig.ns for the prodisct 'X' coasmmption data 
n a li, $ naits allocate*! a priori 
Two-way' &»|gS 
'TOiSiasi^" SKSsir 
«itimator estlsa&lor 
SSi-way design 
ligliSiTas 3li«M as 
strata strata 
Compontat 
Assuzapti^ 1 
Asswmptioa 2 
.042 m 
1.013 c 
.mi K 
1.045 € 
.057 K 
.Uk C 
.056 K 
.97S c 
B 
Bias 
.053 .018 
. 115 
.036 .096 
Source J Appendix Tabl« 17. 
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Table 5, Comparison of variances of various sampling 
designs for fcbe product 'X' consumption data 
n « 27, 14 units allocated a priori 
Tw - way' design I II MM T ' W IJnbiased B^iaaeaT^ 
estimator estimator 
"One > way"' de sign 
Component B,egion8 as Areas as 
strata strata 
A 
Assumption 1 
Assumption Z 
. M l  K  .037 K 
.154 c .417 c 
.038 K .037 K 
. 705 c . 654 c 
B .055 .013 .026 .064 
Bias -.Oft 
Source i Appendix Table 17. 
tbe variance of the one-way stratification is approximately the same 
as for the two-way biased estimator, being slightly higher or lower 
depending on the assuz^tions concerning the within cell variances. 
For samples of size 27, the variance of the biased estimator is only 
one half that of the 'best' one-way stralification. 
The unbiased estimator has an e»:tremely large variance for samples 
of slae but for samples of siae 18 and 27 its variance is less than 
that of the 'worst' one-way atratificafcioa, but greater than the 'best* 
one-way stratification. The bad showing of this estimator for samples 
of size 9 is due to the disproportion caused by the impossibility of 
making a priori allocations. 
For the case n » 9» indicating that the dispro­
portion between the py and Uy is quite high, so that it is not surprising 
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that th® two-way Btratifieations are not tffective in this case. The un-
w©ifht«d coyrtlation between th« lnt«yactlon residuals 
is -.19. This negative correlation ap|«rently iai not large enough to 
offset the inflation du^t to diiproportion In the case of the unbiased 
estimator. Note also that if one chooses the biased estimator the bias 
is rather high* amounting to some 7. Z per cent of the true mean. 
The results for n « 18 are somewhat more favorable to the two-way 
designs. In thi# case, Sjjp|j =» 1. IS, with resulting decrease in 
the bias and in the variance of the unbiased estimate. For samples 
of si»e Zl, Zyp|j/tJ|j ss 1.10, indicating that disproportion is further 
reduced in this case. 
The third set of data used for illustration is average value per 
farm of all crops sold in Colorado, stratified by economic area and 
by sisse of farm. The data were taken from the 1950 Census of Agri­
culture, and a summary of them is given in Appendix Table 18. 
The variances of the two-way and single stratification schemes 
are shown in Table 6. A sample of sisMi 30 was assumed, with 
a priori allocation of 13 units. Assuming the sample unit to be a 
cluster of fiarms so tihat the coefficients of variation within cells (/c~) 
can be reduced to a reasonable figure, the biased estimate will, on 
the average, yield the smallest variaiwe. Also, the bias is only 1.8 
per cent of the true mean. Valid comparisons of efficiency can only 
be made under particular assimiptions concering the within cell vari­
ances. The nature of the data suggests that the within cell standard 
deviations are likely to be linearly related to the cell means, that is, 
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TaM« 6. Comp&tison of variances of various sampling 
designs for the Colorado farm crop data 
n « 30 
Component 
"TW::wiyl^«^--n~-
WSMaeW Blaiil^ 
estimator estimator 
Econ. areas Size of 
as strata farm as 
strata 
^e-way desig¥ 
A 8.700 c S,248 c 7,853 c 8,127 c 
B 1,041 5SS 1,938 1,255 
Bias -7,3 
Source J Appendix Table 18. 
that the coefficients of variation are Itt&ely tO' be reasonably constant. 
Xf this is true, and if the farms can be selected in clusters so as to 
reduce c (the square of the coefficient of variation) to . 1, then the effi­
ciencies of the sampling plans relative to the two-way biased estimate 
are as follows-1 
A me-thod for estimating the variance of the two-way stratified 
design is given in Section VI. The estimate- of the variance uses only 
the sample values which are not assigned a priori. This raises a 
Estimate Relative Efficiency (per cent) 
Two-way biased estimate 
Two-way unbiased estimate 
Single stratification, rows as strata 
Single stratification, columms as strata 
100. 0 
73. 8 
68 .2  
51.8 
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question concerning Itke iadvisability of assigning no cases a priori , 
so 'that the namber of observations available for an estimate ol the 
variance is increased. The B components of ttie variances, with and 
without a |>rio£i allocation, are compared for the Product 'X' data 
and the Colorado data in Table T. 
The variance of th# unbiased estinaator is more than doubled, in 
the cases eaamiaed., by failure to allocate any of the sample units 
a prioyj. The variance of the biased estimator is injflated by a smaller 
amount.. Oa# must conclude, then, that the a priori allotment is an 
Important pari of the sampling plan. However, there is reason to be­
lieve that the a priori allocation of a small number of sample units 
will reduce the variance substantially and stUl provide sufficitnt obser­
vations for an estimate of the varianct. For example, the B component 
of the variance of the unbiased estimator for the Product, 'X* data was 
recomputed for the case n a 27, allocaling only 4 cases a priori. The 
B component of the variance with only 6 a priori allocatons is . 037, 
compared to . OSS with the complete a priori allocation of 14 units, 
indicating that in this instance a smaller a priori allocation acttially 
resulted in a substantial reduction in the variance. One cannot conclude 
that this will be the case in general, but one can expect to reap the 
principal benefits of a priori allocation by assigning relatively few 
cases in this manner. 
Table 7. Gomparlsoa of B components of variances, with aad without 
a priori allocattoii, for the Frodact 'X' aad Colorado data 
tJabiaiW estimator Biased estjumator Si^ 
Data and Sample Stse Wit& a WnS*a Witteout ~ W^rs "WlEli'SM""' 
priori a priori priori a priori priorF a priori 
all^ation aUocatioa aHoeation aEoeatioa allocation allocation 
Product 'X* data 
n = 18 .053 .139 .028 .031 1.11 1.18 
n^27 . 055 .123 .®13 .021 1 .10 I. li 
Colorado data 
h s 30 1 ,041 2.429 58S $30 1.13 i. If 
Somrce; Appendix: TaWes 17 and 18. 
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4, Summary and some cfiteyia for selecting sa»pi« designs 
The variances of the two-way stratification estimates may be larger 
or smaller than variances of single stratification designs, depending 
on the proportionality of cell frequencies and additivity of means of 
the. particular population being studied'. Some general conclusions 
are possible, however. 
XI has been shown that when cell means are additive and cell fre­
quencies are proportional ©ne will almost certainly gain by using the 
two-way design. Proportionality of cell frequencies alone virtually 
assures that the two-way design will have smaller variance than a 
single stratificAtion. In any case, with proportionality of cell frequen­
cies the loss due to use of the two-way design is quite small, so that 
one can choose the two-way design without fear of serious consequences. 
Fortunately, proportionality of cell frequencies can be checked before 
the sampli^ takes place. 
If cell freqiJMtncies are not proportional, nothing can be said about 
the relative efficiencies of one-way and two-way stratifications unless 
some pilot data are available, say from a preliminary study or from 
similar investigations, which give some information about the means. 
1£ such data 4re available, one can compute estimates of the variance 
for the two-way design with both biased and unbiased estimates by the 
method to be presented in Section VI, equations (65), (89), (90) and (94). 
These estimated variances can be comj^ared with the one-way stratifi­
cation variances estimated in the well known manner. The scheme 
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havixig the smallest variance in the pilot data can be adopted for the 
survey under coniideration, unless the pilot data indicate that bias 
may be large in. which case the biased estimator may be ruled out. 
A more easily computed check on anti©i|m.'ted variances is sug­
gested by formulas (40), (42) and (44). Using cell frequencies of 
pjPj one can construct an analysis of variance. If the within rows 
(or columns) sum of squares is less than the interaction sum of 
squares, one camot hope to gain by using two-way stratification, 
and one should use rows (or columns) as the single system of strata. 
If both within rows and within columns sums of squares are larger 
than interaction sums of squares a two-way design is likely to yield 
a smaller variance, depending on the particular sisee of sample drawn 
and the resulting disproportienality of cell and marginal frequencies. 
Even though pilot data are not available the investigator may still be 
able to make a reasonable judgment eencernlng the addltivity of the 
characteristic under study with respect to the two stratification 
criteria. 
The sums of sqmres for the three sets of illustrative data, com­
puted on the assumption of proportlo^nal cell frequencies, are shown 
in Table 8. The relationships between interaction and within rows or 
within columns sums of squares indicate a clear preference for one 
of tihe two-way estimators for the Wyoming data. Hot such a strong 
preference for the two-way schemes i« indicated by the Product 'X' data 
and the Colorado data. In cases of doubt after application of this rough 
test one can revert to the complete evaluation of estimated variances 
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7aM« S. Sums ol squares, assigning proporfcioaalityi 
fo3* the thrt® sats of iUmatrative data 
Data Sums, of Squares 
Interaction Witliin row® Within columns 
Wyoming data 
Product 'X* data 
ZZ5 ?56 1. 175 
.525 . 7S7 1.591 
Colorado data 23,700 3.S, 200 59.400 
of both singl« and double stratification estimators. The rough tast 
is of principal use in revealing those cases where it is useless to 
attempt the two-way stratificatiom. 
The choice between the biased and tmbiased estimators, based 
on variance, depeMs on the amount of disproportion of cell frequen­
cies and its correlation with interactl<Mft residuals. Ordhaarily, 
disproportion of cell frequencies works to Wie disadvantage of the 
unbiased estimator, but in unusual cases, where there is high 
negative correlation between dispropoirtion (measured by 
and interaction residuals, the reverse may be the case. The vari­
ance of the unbiased estimator will usually be the larger, and may 
be very much larger if disproportion is high. There is no clear 
indication, from iSbe examples studied, ©f how disproportion should 
be measured, nor how much can be tcAerated before a choice is 
made in favor of the biased estimator. The form of the A component 
4? 
swggests tlj,® crtfcerloa S||P^/Uy, and this uaeasuare has been used 
in this thesis. 
It Hmy he noted that neither the biased estimator nor its variance 
requires knowledge of the emct cell proportions pjj. This fact makes 
it possible to wse the biased estimator Im cases where only the mar­
ginal population frequencies are Jsaaown. 
Even though the variance of the two-way stratification may be 
larger than the variance of a single st:ratilicatton it may still be 
desirable to use the two-way design so as to be able to obtain estimates 
of both row and column means. This point is discussed to Section VII. 
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V. AJLTERNATi: P1.AM WHICH PERMITS VARIATION IN 
THE ,MAEG1NA,L TOTALS 
A. Thi# Allcscattoa Flaa 
By fl3d»g fciwft nmargiml tefcitls, a| aad aj. «ae may, by cbaae«, have 
chosen an allocation which coafcribiat## t© a high variance. Such an 
lllmsfcratioa Is the biased estimator a|i^lied to the Wyomtag data with 
a » 4 (Table 2). By pesrmittiag pi-obabUlty lo eatear iato the rouadiag 
of mairgiaal total# one may miwse the risk of obtaining paTtlculaxly 
unfavorable allocatloas. At the same time, one is prevented from 
laMag advantage of particularly favorable allocatloas. 
The method of determiatef marginal totals by permitting probability 
to enter into the romd4«^ process will be called the "method of random 
roumding". The allocation procedmre is as follows: 
1. There are a sample tiaits to be allocated to cells, (n > L, M), 
with the restriction tl»t each row and column must be represented. 
Consider the allocation of the row totals. 
a. Sinee each row must be reprtsented# one sample unit is 
allocated to each, leaving a - L for further allocation. 
b. Th. row. for which =j.j< 1 r.«iy. no lurlhr aUocatlon. 
c. Adjust th® marginal probabilities for the remaining rows so 
that their sum eqmls unity, by CQmputing p| »(ap| - l)/£| (ap| - 1|, 
where S' indicates summation only over the rows to receive a further 
allocation. 
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d. (B - Lh.} - 1) + wkMe (m, - 1) 1. UM 
latgest i»t«g«r ta fm. - L)f| mA 0| t« % fimctieaal jroaaaiaitr or 
«, AWetn-t# tlif (»! * i| iMiiti t© 'th.# ^©w#, m tkal th>« total a 
& * 1 prlogj »ll©€»tte« to Hi# i t&w i« mom i»i|,.. Thmtrn *rt S|0| * m " 
jeemalaing malts I© 1>« all©cat®i. 
* 1 f, Allmsttm lk« r«mat»tttg »• saajfl# malt# with frcfeabttity 
p*©p©rlt©iial to til# 0|. Tfct« f«iH©wfc^ fis •iiggtrntedi 
• • 
A4Jtist A# #11© aid to mmttf IIT eoMpmttaf * Rowd tl»« ,|»| 
t& Iw0 placos «m4 mtilltflf hf ISO. tli«( ir@sialkliig 
• I 
miimlieif®* ©mw m nvrnhmu tt&m 1 t© It© t© tdeatllf 
• I t&w§ t® mmir0 a». mf.matts, dlteAyiimg ®1| wm^mirs wMcfe womld 
t'eiull In tw® mnits t® t1m amm9 row. ll«not« tk® mils 
alloei^t«4 'la tli^ts tki m| m& ass«Gm(t wstlmM &£ 
»er©'©* walty. 
Ili ^ ^ g, Tk« t#lal all©ca.ti©m I# :tSie t' if®w It 
« 
i» £tiE«4 it«d m| ts a randem mae'lafel#. 
Z. &sp«at tli« sam« alloiatioa lor tJi« c&l«ma totals. 
%. ;|(lll®eat« lite 4a ft® mmmw prtvl^miilY, y®m«wlier-
tog tib*t tt@ a ffiytojfi ail©€atl©tt ts !©• M It |»r«ir«at8 a imik%r 
fandosi -^awteg iie&m Ai« giir®*i row m «.©!«»«. 
4., Sa» til# aa|j ac#»« r&wM a»d #<»lwm»8, aai. 4ea®te t&e •margtttal 
tO'talS' fey amd r#»f®e.tlveiy. 
5. «a| - »a| *a4 «»ftaai totals to fee 
so 
allocated by the random sfttar© arrangemftiai. Then, sm^ - m^ + 
4^   ^
and - mj 4- trfefe = tfcj aM » m^ »i5c^. Then, 
u. «m. + u. and «. »rii., + k., where'fehi m* and ih. are the total fix«d i i i j J i t 3 
alloeation of marginal total® and 'ih@ li| and m. ar« random variables VJ 
which can assume the values m«ro or on®. 
B. Variance of the Biased Estimator 
Con.id.r the following form of Va. (y^): 
Var {yg) s Var + ¥ar «(1/®^ ^ij^®^ij 
+ (1/N^ (TT - * ?J - ^ • (58) 
Since the e»|>#ctation of Ag is »ero for all nj and one can take the 
expectation of Var A^ over all possible and w^. JLet E^, denote this 
latter escpectation. Then, 
Var Ag s Var A^^ Ey'«| E^ttj S|j/n%, {59) 
since Uj and Uj are independent-
How.,.r, th. ,xp.c.atto» of B3 i. no. eon.tan. for aU Uj and Uj, 
hence Var B^^ cannot be found by taking Var B^. JLet E' indicate 
expectation for fixed tt| and and indicate eatpectation over all 
U| and Uj, then, 
Var Bj,, . (l/nt E, E'(Sj.Uy^jj)' - <l/n»){E,E' S,JUy^y)« (60) 
The algebra is straightforward, bmt teiiows, and the form of the result­
ing variance is so involwd as to render it virtually useless in the 
applications. 
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Whatever gain can be aecompllsheii by the random rounding pro­
cedure la reducing the variance of the A component is comparatively 
easy to compute, since only EU| and EUj are required. Attention will 
now be given to the evaluation of these eatfiectation#. 
Th. m.tl.od ot drawing a» u, and i. a .paclal cas. o£ «mpUng 
without replacement from a finite universe. Horvita and Thompson 
(11) have shown the general procedur# for finding expectations in 
such situations. K ii^ or u^ Is large* say 3 or more, the procedure 
is likely to become impractical, although some simplifications are 
evident in some limiting cases. 
i If u « I, the distribution of the Uj Is a simple multinomial distri­
bution. This case will occur frequently if the number of rows is 
small. In this case: 
(61) 
and, 
E U| * m| + pj . (62) 
t£ > 1, one may simplify the costufiutatlon of the escpectations by 
permitting drawing with replacement, so that a given row or column 
may receive more than one additional unit .to the rounding process. 
The variances are thereby increased, but it may be observed that: 
E U | » U * P | .  ( 6 3 )  
The formula follows immediately from multinomial distribution theory. 
An illustration of the reduction in the variance of the A  component 
that can be accomplished tn a rather extreme case is the Wyoming 
with n « 4. The allocation of marginal totals is shown in Table 9. 
Table 9, Allocatioa ®f smrgiaal totals by random rotiading, Wyomlag data 
n s 4 
^Ij by cells Row 
First 
alio-
calioti 
ibeond 
p* allo­
cation n 
A 
m. 
.29474 , ItSfS .13484 1 .61053 1 .72 1 . 44 2 1 1 
. I05ai4 .11579 .16842 2 .3»f47 1 . 28 0 . 56 1 0 1 
Colwmm 1 2 3 
.40000 , 29474 .30526 
First allocatiOT 1 1 1 
.60 . 18 .22 
Secoad allocation 0 0 0 
h 
.60 . 1§ .22 
1 1 1 
xn. I 0 0 
0 1 i 
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Th® reqttir#^ ©ai^ectations are foaai ®a»lly from the relationships 
U| «+ ill aad a i5aj + ttj, noting that E iij s |>| and E iij »|>j. 
The randoim rotanding process reduced the A component of the 
variance from 410 to Z9B. Also, the bias was reduced from 11. 74 
to -1.1, and this may be the most Important gain from the random 
rounding procedure for this particular case. 
C. Variance of the Unbiased Estimator 
Ctely the expectation over U| and of the A component of the vari­
ance will be given, 
V" ^ UR "E, SY (UPY/(»MY + A,U^)) S» 
= u Zy Py (l/(«my + UjUj)). (64) 
An evaluation of this expectation requires averaging over all the possible 
sample allocations. If the number of cases allocated at random is small, 
the averaging can be accomplished readily* but the process becomes 
I 
completely unmanageable if 4 is large. 
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VI. ESTIMATION OF VARIANCES 
The estimiitiom of variances from two-way stratified data poses 
some problems if n is small with respect to LM so that the sampled 
values are thinly distributed over thm hxM square. There are some 
posslMe solutions, however. 
First, if n >ZC, where C Is the larger of L or M (the aimiber of 
rows and columns, respectively), ^the sample maybe divided into 
two parts, each of which is drawn Independently of the other. Then 
a comparison of the means resulting from the two samples provide# 
an unbiased estimate of the variance with on® degree of freedom. Note 
that 2C is the minimima number of sample values necessary for an 
estimate of the variance of a one-way design, with the stratifying 
factor having the largest number of classes forming the strata. 
K at least two sample units are drawn from each row and column 
of the two>way stratification and certa-in assumptions are made about 
the within cell variances an uisflbiased estimate of the variance may be 
obtained from, a single sample. The method will be presented below. 
A. Estimate of Hie Variance of the Biased Estimator 
An estimate of the variance of the biased estimator will be pre­
sented first. The estimate utilizes only those observations which are 
not drawn a priori. If they have not been identified previously, the 
5S 
my observations assigned a priori to #ach cell may be eliminated by 
random drawing. It will be as.mn.d that and a» .qual to or 
greater tban two for every i and j, A nsodificatioa, relaxing this 
restriction,, will b« pr«8«ated lat«r. 
Th« following function of sampl# valu«isi will provide an estimate 
of Var Bg, pirns a function of Var A^: 
(3g • {(u-lJ/nM r 
- (l/(u-l)) - "y"] + [Ey(u,j/<«,-l))yfj 
(65) 
The first bracketed term on Ihe right t» the interaction sum of squares, 
the seccmd is 'the total sum of squares# and the third and fourth terms 
are weighted within rows and within columns aimis of squares,respec­
tively. 
Assume tibiat each yjj can be eacpressed as 
TY ® . (66) 
wh.r. I. th. tru. C.U m.an and .y ia a random variabl. with m.an 
aaro and varianc. •»/Uy. In (65) r.pl.« by + Zy. by 
IXi + i|. yj by |Xj + i'j, and y by fi + where 
^IJ ' 
^I * ^IJ' 
with corresponding definitions for .and il 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
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Taking the expectation of all cross products of z and fj. vanish 
because a and ^s. ar# independent and E{*) » 0. H«inc« th« expectation 
of {$5) can he written; 
ECQg) •!:(%) Eioy a(Cm-n/a%| 
+ . u{X* -f- ry(u^/(u^-lj) |ijj 
+ (("- IUA)E - 2JU,G{ + 
- S|(Wj/(Uj-l|)g| + - Sj(nj/{ttj-l))2| I ,(70) 
where the first term ©n the right is to he identified with Qj^ and the 
second with Q'^.' The expectation of will he computed first. Ex­
pectations of the separate terms follow: 
E C^l) 
E «i;.u^EiX| .SjUj [(Epr„j)* + Var p:^ 
E » ^^(Euy/u^)^y « « % 
Var Hj • E|(fa,|j/uj) Var u^j + Z S|^n(|i.|j}i.j(j/uj ) Cov U|jUj^ij . 
Substitute for Var u^j and Cov from formulas (17) and (19) to 
GET: 
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Va-r ilj u - S^ul |i{j 
HENCE 
E Y#| - mu-m 
-  ( l / u i n - l )  (72) 
By iatercha.ngt«^. symbols» 
E sSjUjIkJ + ( l / i m - l ) )  S . ^ u ^ ( t A j j - ? j ) ®  
- (l/m(m-l)) Syttjm.(|iy-i5:^)* . (73) 
E tifl^ 9 tt(Ept)* - n Var ]i » ttp® + m " 2||(fA^/m*) Var 
+ 2 j,(|A|jfA|jf/u^) Cov + 2 SjSj^|^,(jj,|jjj,|^,j/u.^) 
Gov + 2 r|^|, Gov UyUj,j,- . 
Subititmting from Formulas (17), (18), (If) aa4 (20), and rearranging 
t«-rm«,. 
3 
E - (1/u (m-l)) I"+ 2 
- (1/U(U-1)) (l/uSu-lH 
•f 2 S. S. ,MM,M - (1/mV-l)) 
il® + {l/Mn-l}) 
+laVu} VarBg ,  (74\  
Usteg |73) abow, 
® [^tj CW|/|t|-l)Jll}]« 
;r(l/(tt-l» . (75) 
m j^Sij (il|j|/(tlj"-l)) !4.|j - Sj (Wj/|Wj-l)) |j,^ 
(76) 
ECQ*) - 2j«ji| 
(c) (d) 
- S^U||4.| - 1) 
0} m 
+• 23yW|M.j('jj!,y-'^j)*/u{tj,-i) + tt ^ Var B^/u 
m (1) 
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- + tt WAV BgM(u- l) 
m w m 
{m\ in) 
The letters apiMsarlng ia paremtlietes feflow ik« terras are for identi-
Itcatiom. Tmrms (a), (It), («), amd (fe) add to ii*(u-l) Var B-g/m. Terms 
W* (i)» Oh and (k) add to a%ar Bg/w, Terms (c) aad (a) add to zero, 
as do t«rm.s (f) aad (m). Considering t^ remaining terms, 
E(Q^) • ((w-l)/a*u) [Zn* Var B^/m + Yar Bg/u(n-l) 
4 (n-J) Var Bjg/u atVarSg . (78) 
How, coastde-r E(Q'^) In Efmation (70). 
E EyUjjZ^ ^ B' 
. E - Z y S » . - S , j S f j  .  ( 7 9 )  
E SjU^Sj . E' E" .Jj 2 E"=y.j,j) 
By faitercliang« of I and J, 
E SjUjSf 
E u . (1/u) E. £yu«j E" + (Urms which vani.h) 
» S|j/m^ (82) 
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= EyS^/(«,-l) - S,jUjSfj/u(Uj.I) 
By interchaagt of »wl»icirlpts i and j, 
'"*r" 
.ZyS^/<Uj-l)-Sy«,S»j/u(Uj.l) . 
Insortluf eqmtions (7S) tliromgh (S3) Into E(Q") , 
E(Q»») s ((«-!)/»%) 1 - a^/m - ttj/i4 + 
M (b) m m 
- (l/(ii-'l)) + m^»j/tt®(w-l) • l/(wj«l) - ia^/u(ii.j*l) 
(e) (f) if) (h) 
(83) 
(84) 
+ (l/(nj-l)) - Uj/w(m|-X) 
(i) (J) 
s„ . (85) 
m -• n.a. 
Terms (1»), (i) and (|) combine into . 
(k) 
n - «.n. 
Terms (c), (g) and (h) combto# into 
(1) 
tt.n. 
T«rm» (d) and (f). combin# -into • 
(m) 
(n - n,tt|) 
Terms (e) and (m) comMn« into - • 
Henc®, 
E(Q'«J s ( ivL'lUnh) Sjj 1 4 ^ S}j 
»( !/««) Sy Sf. . (86^ 
ij 
To simplify notfttion, let the bracketed qiuhmtity be dei&oted by fj(ttj, Uj). 
fii order that be aa tmbiased esti/inate of Var (y^). Equation (86) 
should be: 
Xn some case* (84) will be larger than (37), aiad in some cases smaller. 
A correction is needed, but any such correction requires an estimate 
of the S||. Since not all cells will contain two sample observations it 
i. to obUte ol all th. Sjj. How.™r. by assuming 
a«tS»j.K, loraUlaadj. it is possible to arrive at a correction term. 
An estimate of K, say W, can be made from the ordinary weighted 
within cells sums of squares as follows: 
wh«. n, 1. the n«nb.r of c.U. conUinJ«g on. or mor. .ampl. valu... 
Then to Qg must be added the component 
The adjustment may be either positive oir negative, and can be made 
only if at least one cell contains two or more sample values. 
The assumption of homogeneity of within cell variances may often be 
unjustified, but if the correlation between the S|| and the n^ is of low 
ordeir the above procedure .gives a .reasonable result, in spite of 
Var Ajg s (1/n®) 2:jj(m|j + uju./u) . (87) 
K ' .  S y  ( n j k  -  •  (88) 
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htttex-ogeaeity. Also, the ftdjustxneitt; is likely to l»e small tomp&xed to 
th.% portion of the variance already estimated by Q^. 
If an estimate of tbe variance i» required in a particular sampling 
situation it may be advisable to restrict the a priori allocation of sample 
units if the number of possible a priori 'allocations is large. As far 
as estimation of variances is concerned this procedure has two desir­
able effects: (1) It tends to reduce the number of rows and columns 
with only one sample unit, and (2| it Increases the number of sample 
values available for the estimate, since only those values which are 
not .UocaNd . p^l may b. u..d In Q^. Ti«. tedU.Uon. 
(See Section IV, D) that the a priori allocation of relatively few sample 
units may be nearly as effective In reductog the variance as the a pirlori 
allocation of many. 
It should be noted here that no properties of the estimator for the 
variance, otii«r than the property of unbiasedness, are Imown. It is 
known, however, that in extreme cases the estimator will yield nega-
tiv# estimates of the B component of variance« as will be demonstrated 
in the illustrations. 
The (luestion of what to do if some of the Uj or Wj are equal to unity 
arises. When this situation occurs it is clear that the last two terms 
in (65) cannot be used because of the denominators u^-1 and No 
completely satisfactory solution appears |o exist because a sitiaation 
similar to the one-way stratification with one «^servation per stratum 
occurs. In the oneway case it is known that no consistent estimate of 
the variance eseists (S, vol. 1, p. 231). 
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It! is fropossd hert that, in cast mtm of U| and are unity, 
rows and colmims be combined until all Uj and «j are equal to or greater 
than two. The comfrutations are then carried out as before, using the 
re-defined rows and eolmmns. It is doubUml In &is case whether the 
correction for the A conaponent i» worth while, since the quantity 
Qg is only an approseimation to the B component. The method corres­
ponds to what in the one-way stratification case Is call«d the method of 
•collapsed strata' (2, p. 106). In the two-way stratification it is clsar 
that flae interaction will be increased by such a procedure, since the 
total sum of squares will be unaffected a»d the rows and columns sums of 
squares will be r«duced due to the grouping of observations. The residt 
is an upward bias in the estimate of the B component. 
The choice of ths rows and columns to be collapsed cannot be mad* 
as a result of examiimtion of the sample results. Any prior information 
about the poptdation maybe used, however. For escample, if it is known 
what the relative sises of the one-way strata means will be, the rows 
classification can be ordered in this manner, say from top to bottom, and 
the columns classification simUarly ordered, say from left to right. Then 
adjacent rows and adjacent columns caa be collapsed to effect an estimate 
of the variance. 
B. Estimate of thwsi Variance of the Unbiased JEstimator 
An estimate of the variance of the ui^iased estimator, y^, follows 
easily from the preceding section. H one assumes, again, that u^ and u^ 
are equal to or greater than two for every i and j, and if he restricts 
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the comput»tion to thoie sample observations not assigned a priori, 
then the following function of sample values will estimate Var plus 
a part of Var A^: 
Q„ . ((u-l)/u)[[EjjUyO»j^ - EjUjfSy)} - Vl<®ylf + 
.  Bj^/Cuj.ij> mi ] + [ 
. Sj(mj/(u^.l» (Gy)|j ]. (90) 
wh„. (Oy )j, (Sy), and (0?) .r. tt. column, row, «.d grand m..n. of 
G|j Yjj computed by smmmiag over the cells sampled. Each G y^^j 
i^ 
can be eji^ressed in the following formi 
^ij ^ ij ^ij ^ij ^ ®ij *ij * ^ ij •'' ^ij ' 
where Gy fAy replaces in the previously developed formulas and 
where w^ is a random variable with mean »ero and variance 
tJpon taking the expectation of (90) it may be seen that the expression 
will again divide into two parts which correspond to the two parts of 
equation (70). Th. fir.t term, which wtU b« danofd by QJ, involv,. 
only the W^j, Wj, Wj and W, while the second, Q'»j„ involves only 
wy, Wj. Wj and w. 
Since Wy, Wj, Wj and W s.imply replace fTi, ilj and 'jl, it is 
apparent that 
ECOy = Var By . (92) 
L^ikewise, since 
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E" = G»j S^/Uy 
E" Wy Wy, . E" Wjj Wj.j , E" Wy Wj,^, = 0, 
it is 'Cltta.r timt 
The rtquir^d A compeaeat is 
Var Ay « p^j G^j . 
If one a»swm«s constant witMn cell varlanCi®# and computes an estimate* 
IC*, (see equation 88J, then a cotrection for the A component is; 
The remarks of the previous section concerning combteing rows and 
columns for the cases where some U| and u^ equal unity appear to apply 
to the variance of the unbiased estima.te also. 
G. Elustration 
The first illustration shows the unbiasedness of th« estimate of the 
B component in an artificial population of two rows and two columns with 
cell means as follows; 
Row Column 1 Column 2 
1 0 2 
2 4 S 
It is assumed ^tibal a sample of four units is drawn with marginal assigned 
frequencta. «i - Uj - 2 for aU i .nd j. It it a«.um.d further that all 
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population, units in a cell have tbe same value, that is, the mean value 
given above. Application of formula (9) for the biased estimator yields 
the variance for samples ©f si»e four as follows i 
VarBg«l/lI . 
There are u! » 24 possible 4 ac 4 squares such that each line is rep­
resented once and each array is represented once in each of the squares. 
These 24 squares fall into three classes. Glass I contains the four 
squares having two entries in each of cells (I* 1) and (2,2) where the 
first number refers to the row index and the second to the column index. 
Class 2 contains the four squares havii^ two entries in each of cells 
(2,1^ and (1,2). Class 3 contains the remaining 16 squares. Each of 
these squares has one entry in each cell ef the 2x2 table. 
The estimated variance of the B comi^neal was computed for each 
of ^e three classes of squares* and the expectation found by averaging 
over all possible squares. The com^pmtations are shown in Table 10. 
The expectation of Qg over all possible sqmres is 1/12 which agrees 
of cour.. with Var Bg computed abov.. 
» may 1« that u« of the wtghtt Uy, which ar. not proportional 
to the row and column weights, can result in negative interaction com­
ponents. It can, in fact^ result in negative estimates of the variance 
of the B component, a# is shown ia Table 10-. It must be remembered 
that the particular illustration used here is an unusual one, however. 
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Table 10. CompufeatioiiS £m d#moii»tratlon of unibiasodness 
o f  Q g  l o r  h y p o t h . t l . a l  p o p u U M o n ,  n . 4  
1mm Cl&fs I Class Z Class 3 
"ij US 40 84 
- % "i y? -12S -40 -74 
-128 -40 -58 
64 36 49 
feteraction *^44 -4 1 
«l/(u-l), X Total Sum. of Squares -64/3 -4/3 -35/3 
Wtd. Rows Sum of Squares 0 0 26 
Wtd. Columns Sum of Squares 0 0 10 
Total -2S6/3 -16/3 76/3 
Qg » (u-l)/n*tt X total -4 -1/4 19/16 
Weights 4/24 4/24 16/24 
EQg s {4/24H-4) + (4/24H-1/4J + s 1/12 
For thm second illmstrafcion a po|»«laWon was constrmctod frooi responses 
to a qttdsstion concernlag wteMf constm*|tion of a food group "Y" by farm 
famtli<es la tbe Nortib Central Region. Tlfci particular response forms a part 
of a larger study being conducted by the Iowa State College Statistical 
Laboratory. Tbe f 16 responses were cl»«siiied by region and by siase of 
m 
farm toto a 4 x 6 two-way strattftcatiom. A sample of 20 »»cliist«rs" 
was drawn from the population. Thm "cliisters'' were formed by drawing 
10 observations, witb replacement, to represent each sample unit 
assigned to a cell. 
Th. pjj and uj»^ w«. compuwd and appaar in Tabl. 11. No unit, 
were assigned a priori. Tbe random asslgiwraent of sample units to 
cells is shown in Figure 2. The results of the sample drawings are 
shown in Table 12, along wiWi some computations used in the computa­
tion of the means and variances. 
Table 11. Cell proportions and marginal assigned 
frequencies food group "Y" data 
Complete s.quare, n s 20 
Size Eegi ons Totals 
Class 1 2 ••• i' 4 ' ^ § 6 Pi ^ 
1 Pij 
UjU^ 
.043 .OSS .021 .031 .025 .008 . 186 
12 12 12 12 16 16 4 
2 Pij 
Vj 
. 050 .064 .037 .06S .043 .017 .279 
15 15 15 IS 20 20 5 
3 
^ij 
UiUj 
.025 .Olf .03S .047 .058 .064 .248 
IS IS IS 15 20 20 5 
4 
^ij .016 .008 .045 .023 .083 . 112 . 287 
18 18 IS IS 24 24 6 
Total . 134 . m . 138 . 169 .209 .201 1.000 
""j 3 3 3 3 4 4 20 
Source; Iowa State College Statisticai Laboratory. 
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Sise 
Class 1 
X 
Pi X 
1 X 
1 X 
2 
X X 
X 
3 
X X X r X X 
4 
X X X X 
X 
Region 1 2 3 r 4 s 6 
—1 X p 
Fig, 2 Allocatioo of sample uail# to cells for the food 
groisp •*¥" data,, complete square. 
Table 12. Data table fo# computation of wblased estimate of fiie meaa 
and am. estimate of its variaace, food group ••¥« ^ta 
Complete sqoare, a s 20 
Class 
Regioas" Totals 
Im 
ij 
|ljk 
Jijk 
Jijk 
<ai 
10.03 
TOTWS 
.07147 
.7ISf 
12,01 
11.68 
Trm 
.06667 
. 7Sf a 
Totals 2. 2975 
12. 14 
Tim^ 
.08531 
1.0359 
15. S9 
.•fsrif 
.§2533 
.38fS 
25.43 
W7M 
.©0889 
.2261 
1.6518 
14.94 
11.85 
trrm ' 
.04933 
.6610 
13.17 
TTTf 
.04667 
.6146 
13.52 
TJ3I 
.©5167 
.6986 
1.9366 
IS. 07 
mm 
.06267 
1.1324 
13.39 
HTW 
.02556 
.3422 
2. 1732 
5.80 
5Tif 
.03125 
. 1812 
3.24 
WTM" 
.05800 
.47n 
15.46 
15.89 
T575f 
.06917 
1.0846 
2.8283 
11.82 
mi 
.01000 
. 1182 
IS, 41 
Tinri' 
.06400 
1.1910 
12.96 
15.16 
mm 
.09333 
1.3122 
3.9336 
1.7169 
3.9365 
3.8057 
5.3619 
14.8210 
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The estimated mean» obtaMed Iresa Table il by applieation of 
formula 8, is 
yy as 14. S2. 
The ttSttal analysis of variance procedure applied to the Wy of 
^1'able 1'2#^ rejtiie»Oiiberi^^^ to weight by u„. yield, th. ioUowing .utn. 
of squares! 
Total S.S. 2.686 
Rows S. S. . 542 
Columns S. S. . 37f 
Interaction S. S. 1. 765 
The weighted within rows and withia columns sums of squares are 
computed as follows j 
Row S.S. 
• 
1 pm0
 
s. s. / {Uj** ly 
1 .3147 1/3 . 1049 
i . 0937 1/4 . 0234 
3 . 5622 1/4 . 1406 
4 1.1730 1/5 . 2346 
•V50IS" 
Column s. s. l/CUj-M S.S. /(Uj-iy 
1 .0032 1/2 .0016 
2 .3667 1/2 . 1834 
3 .0015 HZ .0008 
4 .3132 1/2 . 1566 
5 .6141 1/3 . 2047 
6 1.0079 1/3 . 3360 
:8831 
The estimate of the within cell variance, computed in accordance 
with Formula (SS), is K* « 1.835. The computation of flie correction 
for within cell variances is shown in Table 13. Combining the above 
results, the estimated variance of the uab-iaaed estimator is. 
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I'.abl.e 13. Comptttatioa of correction for witWa cell 
varlawc*# for Hi® timbiasei •sHm&tor, 
food grottp "Y" da.t» 
Cell ^ij ^ij 
11 1.2467 .07167 .043 -.04635 
12 1.2467 .09667 .058 -.06252 
13 1.2467 .03500 .021 -.02263 
14 1.2467 .05167 .031 -.03342 
15 1.0667 .03125 .025 -.00833 
14 1.0667 .01000 .008 -.00267 
21 1.1156 .06667 ,.050 -.02438 
22 1.1156 .08533 . 064 -.03119 
23 1.1156 .04933 . 037 -.01803 
24 1.1156 .09067 .068 -.03315 
25 .fSOO .04300 .043 .00215 
26 .9500 .01700 .017 .00085 
31 1.1156 .03333 .025 -.01218 
32 1.1156 .02533 .019 -.00926 
33 1.1156 .04667 .035 -.01707 
34 1.1156 .06267 .047 -.02291 
35 .9500 .05800 .058 .00290 
36 . 9500 .06400 .064 .00320 
41 1.0115 .01771 .016 -.00198 
42 1.0115 .008S9 .008 -.00099 
43 1.0115 .05000 .045 -.00558 
44 1.0115 .02S56 .023 -.00285 
45 .S5S7 .06917 .083 .02360 
46 .8587 .09333 . 112 .03186 
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var {f a Qg + Qy.^  
S H [ I. 765 . f . 504 + . sss] 
*2.827 . 
fh# trm m«am aiwi Ifme vat.iaac« for atib-lai»«4. «®tli»ate® of samples 
of siis« 20 imm tills pof«ilAtl«m wmm coiiipiit®i a.a4 as foliowg; 
?' »13.8S 
rm » 1.4f 3 . 
TIi« aampl® r«sall» la «lo®# a§»#®«a«*il witfe tfe®»® figures, 
7lt® bia$®4 ®slixmt# was also Its computaitioti. is not 
shown ta. i®tail, Iwit Is easily ©litaiii®i £*©»& the t&hl«s given previously. 
Here the coajpwtatloas we asuch emsie* hecaas# th® weighting factors 
are all constant and espial to 1/a. The reswlts compared with the 
pop^'latlon iata are as follows i 
Again* the estimates are close to th# popmlation values. The expected 
bias of th® biased estlma-tor is .S3. Hot® that here-is a case In which 
the var^iance of the biased estimator is much sxoaller than the variance 
of the aijfeiasei esliumtor, . 4S6 compared to 1.493-. It is interesting 
to note that both var-iances are esllmafeed efwally well by this particular 
sanaple. 
Mean 
"Variance 
{^aople 
13. 7S 
.S3f 
Population 
13.8§ 
.456 
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VII, ESTIMATES OF STEATA M*AKfS AND VARIANCES 
A. Unbiased EstiiHAtet 
An teiportaut cBuaracterlstic of tihe two-way str&tilic&tioa design is 
that stratum means can be estimated ui^iasedly for either or both 
oae.-way stratifications. Consider the |iara»aeter il| wMch is the 
tK — 
mean of the i ' row in the population* An unbiased estimate of ;ji| is: 
y ^ j  » S j  G y  y ^  .  < 9 5 )  
To show that this estimator is unbiased, one only need observe that 
Eny. p|j/G|j and E y^j « Henee, 
® py * P"! * (96^ 
To assist in finding the variance of th-is estimator, (95| may be 
written in the following form: 
%! ' CPi' fyy - fy' '"Pi' fy • C' 
(A„,) (B„,) 
The esqpectatlon of for a fixed n^ is clearly aero, hence, 
Var (y^j) sVar A^j4 VarB^^ (98) 
VarA^^ !=E(A^J)2 
=i:(i/pj) [ ofj iVij - M-ij)' 
+ 2 GijGjj,nyny,(yy -
But the last term disappears upon taking eatpectations because of in­
dependence of deviations from the true cell mean® from cell to cell. 
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V»r A„, .(l/p|) E;,G«J n}j E"(yy -
» U/pfr®* 2:. CSfi m., S|i (Ignoring the fiaite popula-
J J ^ W tjoji cor««€tion) 
«(l/pf)2:jOyPySjj . (99) 
using Ihe same argument as given previomsly in the derivation of 
Formmla (29), 
FaCortag Bo, tolo two part,: 
•ui "('/%> °ij ™y ftj * f Pi' °ij "ij ''ij • 
Since the fir^t term on the right comtaias oaiy constants, Var is 
the variance of the second term. EeplaCe Cif|j by W^j . 
Var B„, =(1/P?) [EjWjj Var Uy + 2 Sj^., Wy, Cov UyUj^, 
Substituting from equations (17) and (IB), 
Var s (l/p|) 1^ Z. W|j (ujttj(u - ii|)(u - u^)/u«(u - 1)) 
- 2 Wjj W^^,(UjUjU^,(«-^i)Mw-l)) 
=5(uj(u-Uj)/pp(u.i))(Sj W|juj(u-u^) - WyWjj.UjU^,) 
a(i/p| )p/u(u-l)) u^(u-uj) U^ (Wj^ - Wj)» . (100) 
Therefore, 
Var (y^jj) »(l/p}| Py Sjj 
+ (l/pf)(l/u(u-l|) ttj(u-tt^) SjU^(W^-Wj)« . (101) 
n 
Tli« esfcinaatoJTSii a»d variances ©f the ©llieir set of stratum means, 
considering coiiimns as strata, are found by inCercbanging smdsscripts 
1 and j in {9§) and 
Unbiased estimates can be made of bolk sets of stratum means from 
Ibe one-way stratification design, but swcb estimates are subject to a 
greater variance the two-way scbeme proposed above. Suppose, 
for example, tbat columns are considered as tbe one-way system of 
strata, and, after Ibe iampliag bat been completed, estimates of row 
means are desired. Ati unb:iased estimator is given by 
Tjj » (lOE) 
wbere is defined to be asero wbem » 0. Mote tiiat tbis estimator 
admits jsero as an estimate of pr|, namely wben all n^j » 0 for tbe par­
ticular i considered. Mote also tbat ttj is a known constant > 0 for 
all j, and tbat E n^j s:n^p|j/pj. 
Therefore, 
E ?„j - 2j(Pj/Pi) JS' ti>,j/nj) E" y,j 
= Sj(Pj/Pl) I' (ny/Oj) |Xjj 
. (103) 
To find tbe variance of tbis estimator, write (102J in tbe form: 
y'ljt » ^j(Pj/PiH«jj/»j)(yy • l«y) + IjfPj/PiHnjj/nj) t»ij (104) 
(A'M* 
Var (A'm) =!:• Zj(p«/p»Kn5j/n|) E"(fy - |.jj)» 
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= Sj(pj/p|)(py/nj)sjj , (105) 
ignoring tli® finit® population correetion. 
Tar (By^) * rj(p|/p|B|j }jt^ Tar «|j 
^ij ^ij* ^ij **ij|' 
But th#- co-rariane# term 4s zero h«ca*i»« of Ihe independence of selec­
tion of the sample within each stratum, and 
Tar n|j anj(pj./pjM 1 - • U®"') 
Thu«» 
Tar = 2j(p|/pfi|) iA|| n^(py/p^Hi * 
« S|fpy/p|Mpj - P|jl |i|j . O08) 
and, 
Varyiji=Sj (Pj/p|Mp„/nj)S^ + Zj(p„/pf«Pj-p^j)^^ • (109) 
The variances resulting from the two*way scheme# will be com* 
•pared wilh the mriances resulting from Ihe one-way scheme. 
Var (A'„j) - Var (A„,) -2j [(PjPy/P,%j) - ®tj " 
But, assuming no a priori allocation, G|j ssm p^/n^n^ . 
Tar (A'y|) - Tar a=(l/pf) Sj<pjj/nj)|^pj-n Pjj/njj S|j . 
But n|/n = P|, hence 
Tar (A|||) - Tar (Ajjg) f (l/pf) ^jCpj^/n^HPiPj - Py^ S}j . 
I B  
However, pj Pj i. erf .ppr^dmatly tt. ..»« o»d« .. py, .o ftat the 
mr.!a.iic«s of the A ^rms of both seh«in«» will be of •imilar siae. 
To e&mpkwm the B term.®, write 
Var - V«r =(l/pf )rEj»y(Pj-Pjj> 
- Sj(ajUj(u-U()/u(u-l))(Wjj- ffj)' 
With no a priori aliocatton = np^, Uj « np^ f H'lj/®* 
h pLj/tt, so that 
Var - V»rBm i (l/p>) [ 
- Zj(l/(ii.lHPjPjn-p,«Hy-ir,)"j. (110) 
But PijCPj'Pjj) same order of magnitude as p^ pj(pj-pjpj), hence 
both of ttiese (i|uantlttes in (110) will be r<i^ac«d by a positive variable 
'^ ij* Then* 
Var BJjj - Var B^j = (l/p»J Py rn", - (l/Pj(n4)M^y-?,)» (111) 
The bracketed quantity Is clearly posttlv« in the typical sampling case* 
and becomes very large if the |ii|j are large compared to their deviations 
from the row means. 
There is no doubt* then* of the advisability fd using the two-way 
stratification If estimates are desired for both row and column means. 
In order to obtain an estimate of ITar it is necessary that at least 
two sample units be drawn from the i row. Furthermore, in order to 
make an unbU.ed ..Mmat, ol the vartaaoe of it wiU be a..umed that 
the virlthin ceU variances are Goastant threufhsut the i"* row and that at 
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lea si one cell ha# two or more entries, tinder tkese eonditions, the 
following function of sample values will eerve as an unbiased estimate 
of the variance of . 
var . (1/p?) [ Sj(Uy) Ty - <Uj) (Sy )> 
*i 
+ Cl/pf)K| Qy p . * , ^ Q (112) 
. u«Ju^ - n 
where K} « * (113J 
and where n^j is the number of cells in the i^ row containing one or 
more sampie values. l>etting all S|j «and E E| « it follows 
from 'ilSl and <S3) that 
£ var y||| « Var + Var a Var y^j • (H^y 
An Ulustratton of finding unbiased estimates of row and column 
means is furnished by the food group "Y" data. Direct application of 
formxila (95) to the date, of Table 12 yields the following row and 
column means. 
Row Mean .Column Mean 
1 9.23 1 17.15 
2 14.11 2 11.09 
S IS.Sf 3 14.03 
4 IS. 68 4 12.86 
5 13.53 
6 19.57 
go 
Mote tibat ligiares ean b# obtntxitd by itividtog the margiml totals 
of Table 12 by tb«» corfespondii^ fj's andpj's of Table 11. Not# also 
that th« «stimat#d means ar® In sum® cases gir«ater than any of the 
sample means from whieh thty ar® estimatei. TKis distressing situa­
tion is a diireet result of the disfroforticmate cell frequencies. It must 
be remembered that this particular set H ^ ta yields an extremely 
high variance for the ui&iased esttemtor of the overall mean. The 
variance is even more ejcaggerated when a single row or column is 
considered. The illustration perhaps is a foor one to be presented 
here but it does serve to show that when disproportion of cell frequencies 
is great one must be careful about using individual row and column 
estimates. This point raises the questiom of the advisability of using 
a biased estimate for row and column means. Attention will be given 
to this matter shortly. 
In the given illustration it is not possible to obtain estimates of the 
variances of aE the row and column means because some rows and 
columns do not contain cells having two or more observations. If 
the sample has been split Into equal par|s, and these two parts allo­
cated to cells independently, unbiased estimates of the variaruees with 
one degree of freedom can be obtained for all row and column means. 
As an eaeample of estimating tibie variance of a row mean from a 
single sample, consider row 4 of Table 12. 
"ij °fj 'i = '• 
K\ s i .  2 5 4  
S i  
S G,, p., - -1—1- 1 G..\ s .0365 
V«r ? . t(14|(l. 1730) (1.25H1°365) 
' (rHSWonsy + (. zg")' 
» 12.52 , 
The variancis is qmite large, as might be expected from the nature 
of the data and the small number of observations Involved. 
B. Biased Estimates 
A biased eatimator can be constructed by replacing in (95) by 
1 /u and p^u by u^, so that 
With the same substitution in (112), 
Var y^^ « (l/u|) p^^ S|^ + (uj(u-u^)/u(u«l)) S^u^(1.^-11^)2]. (116) 
Likewise, an unbiased estimate of the variance is provided by 
pu.(u-u.) 
Var yg^ M1 /nf ) [ Uy(y^j - y^ 
«|(U-U|)(U-U,) 
+ K| SJm., + u.u./u - —i——i . (117) 
i J' iJ i j u«(u^.l) J 
For the lood group data, the followinf row and column means have 
been computed and compared wi& the unbiaaed estimates and true 
values; 
S2 
Row 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Colmsnn. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Biased 
10.29 
12. S2 
14. 70 
16. 38 
Qnbiased 
f.23 
14.11 
IS.35 
IS. 68 
True Value 
11.72 
12. 27 
14.50 
16.22 
11.24 
17.6S 
13.32 
14.99 
11.4S 
14.64 
17. IS 
11. Of 
14.03 
12.86 
13. S3 
19. S7 
13.17 
13.71 
13.94 
14.74 
11.61 
IS. 92 
Tim biased estimates in gtaeral, closer to the true means. 
Whmn disproportion is great and bias small, as in Vhis illustration, 
IMf result is to be e3ep«ct«d. 
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VIII. EXTENSIOM TO INCOMP1.ETE SQUARES 
Silmtloas may arise in practice te wliicli the two«way classilica-
lion ol the popmlatiosi results te some vacant ceUs in the L x M table, 
la sweh cases, the formtilas for estimators and mriances developed 
previously do not apply. Several alternatives are available. First, 
on® may combine strata la the rows or columns classifications, or 
both, wntH empty cells no longer appear. Second, one may eliminate 
the rows or coltxmns in which vacant cells appear and handle the non­
empty cells in tiiose rows or columns as separate strata, applying 
tibe usml two-way techniques to the remainder of the data. Third, one 
may work out the eacpectations, variances and covariances of the cells 
in the two-way table with the empty cells, and from these quantities 
find the estimators and their variances. The method will be called 
the "method of incomplete squares" and some of the theory is given 
below. 
A. General Form of the Estimator and Variances 
for Incomplete Squares 
It will be shown later that when some of the cells are empty the 
remaining cells are no longer drawn wtth equal probability by the 
random square arrangement. The biased estimator, unless it is 
adjusted for these unequal probabilities, has a further element of 
M 
bias. M one corr^eta the biased eslixnakor for tMs type of bias he 
deprir#® it of on« of it# principal attribtttes, simplicity in computa­
tion. For tMi rftason the b.iased •stiiaator will not be discussed in 
comeetion nrltib incomplete ^sipares. Only tbe formulas relating to 
tbe unb.iaaed eslimator will be presented. 
Wltb incomplete tfuarei# tbe ea^etation of u^j is no longer a 
function of tbe product of tbe ^marglmal totals U| and Uj> hence the 
following notation will be iatroducedj 
gy ^ • CI 18) 
Then, the unbiased estimator for .incomplete square» is 
%I * ^ij ^ ij ®ij ^ij • ^ ^ 
Also, from th^e derlmtion of Formula (29^, 
'Vat' P|j 8|j Sy • (120) 
The general form for the variance of the' B component is found by 
replacing W^j in Formula |31) by where W|j asgjj Hence, 
var Bm • Var u„ + 2 Cov u^. WJj 
+ 2 Ej J, Cov Uy Uj,j WJj WJ,j 
4 Z  "^.i'ji ' (121) 
The quantities required for the estimator and its "rartence are: 
E Ujj, Var U|ij, Cov Uy Cov aij u^^, and Cov Uy Uj,j,, . 
ss 
The formulas for variance aai eova.rianc«s have not been worked 
out lor any bwl the stoplest cases. Mrmm here, they become sO' com­
plex that their use seems fmtt# .Impractical..' Since the expectation u^j. 
Is all that is neeie-d for unb.ias#d estimalioa of .means, .som.e attention 
will be f.ivea to the computation of E ii|j for common cases likely to 
be met with in practice. 
B. EaepiiCtation of ti^j .for Some •.Parttetdar Incomplete Squares 
In the material which follows, some additional notation and termin­
ology are required. Figure 3 present# some schematic diagrams 
corresponding to hxM classifications »up«irimpo#ed on square grids 
correapondi^ to the general u x u lattice. As before, the cells of 
the L X M classlficatiom will be caEed "majot cells" while the cells 
of the u at u lattice wflil be called "sub-ceMs. *' The rows and columns 
of the two-way 1» x M classification will be call«d "rows" and "col­
umns, " while the rows and columns of the u at u lattice will be called 
"lines" and "arrays." 
Any squares arrangement of the u K u sub-cells such that each line 
and array is represented exactly once wttl be called a "square" or 
"square lattice. "• A sub cell w.ill be "r©pre.sented»' or have an ''''entry" 
whenever an '•x" is placed in that sub ceE in the randomization pro­
cedure which produces the aqua.r« lattice. 
The total nismaber of square lattices that can be' formed by the 
process described in Section HI from a u x u square with no missing cells 
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Figo 3 Schematic diagram o£ someiti x u •auanea vHlth various 
major cells missing. 
i.7 
is ul. This tmmhex is V'eiliiced. by :requiring certain cells have no 
entries. The following notation wUl be nseds 
a' anniaaber of array® 4n tiMi missing cell a. 
a" sntmiber of lines in the missing ceU a. 
b * '  s  n u m b e r  © f  a r r a y #  i n  t h e  m i s s i n g  c e l l  b .  
b»« snmnber of line® in the missing cell b, etc. 
til 111 i, j a a cell in the 4 row and J mhmm of the L x M table, 
itli 
where m cell is laaissiBg to 4 row and J column, 
a, j » a cell in the i*^ row and eoltinan, where the i^^ row 
contains a missing cell a. 
This notation can be 'VHctended so 'that, 
ab, J * a cell in the i' row and J ' column where the i row 
contains two missing cells a and b. 
9 number of sfWares that can be constructed if the cell a 
is emfty. 
^ab square® that can be constructed if the cells 
a and b are empty, etc. 
I'll 
% J I a number ©f a*s that appear in the ij major 
cell, summed over all possible, square® having the 
©ell a empty. 
This notation can be extended in the obvious way so that 
th 
®^ab jjabc * mxmAm of x's that appear in -the ij major 
cell, when the i row Cflfiftteins two missing cells a and 
b, summed over all possible squares having the ceUs 
a, b and c empty. 
Si 
Fj JI «tb... s the lofcaJ atimber ®f x's in each sub cell of the ij 
major cell, stuoaiwed over all possible square®, 
with cells a,b«... missing. 
I ab... *^i, jl ab... /\b... '^ i^J ^i.j I ab... ^ ^ab... ' 
the average number of x's in the ij^^ cell, where 
the average is fcalten over all possible squares 
with the cells a,b,... missing. 
Ctee major celt emply. Refer t© Figare 3Ca). There is no loss .in 
generality in assuming that the empty major ceU, a, can be represented 
as ^e upper left hand cell. To comput© the total possible number of 
squares with l^e cell a missing, consider the following procedure for 
selecting a particular square. 
1. In the a| section of Figure 3<aJ select the a' rows to receive an 
X by .the procedure described in feclion IH. 
2. By the ..me proc.dur. ..Uct th. column. In tt. .«Hon to 
receive an x, 
3. Tliues remaining u*a'»a" rows and eelumns form a complete square 
which can be completed by the usual method. 
There are ways that the a' rows can be selected from the 
(lA «*'Si ® \ j a«! ways thai the a" columns 
can be selected from the u-a' columns ©f area a^. There are (u-a'-a") I 
ways that ttie remainder of ttie square can be completed. Hence, 
This awmb©5r, l« tola.1 nuaaaber of sqm*«s that can be formed 
with the cell a missing. 
Each row of the incomplete sqmare has one J: in it and likewise there 
is one X in each colmsin. Therefor# ttie aggregate of the squares 
will have entries ixi each row and entries to each column. In the 
area a^, then, there are entries distributed equally over u-a" 
sub cells, so that the frequency of each sub cell is 
^i,a| a * u-a" (123) 
Then. 
Ku. I « u.a'Jf. , /N 
•^"i, a I a i* * i, a. | a' a 
a a'u|/(u-a") . (124) 
By symmetry, 
®\,il a a"uj/(u»a*) . (12S) 
Each sub cell in t&e area a. has the sub cell frequency, 
Wi ' a  * * J , a i a  
•i,Jl a "" w^a* 
N . a'N_/(u*a'1 
I . (126) 
u-a" 
Hence, 
®\j|a '  ^i.J|a^^a 
u.u.(u-a'*a") 
= (ui-)<>.-.») • <'"> 
The three e:^ectations given by (124), (125), and (127) permit the 
computatiwa of y^j by formula (119), 
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Two ey empty tnajoy cells ia the same row (er cotttmn), 
Eefer to Figure ${%} ia wMch the empty celli are denoted by a and b. 
From the dtseuesioa la the precoma «i#®ectl«Ha It is clear that the 
«i.\imber of possible sfiiares is 
H at I' rf'"!' (128) 
Mote that a" «bM. 
By the same argument employed earlier, the sub cell frequencies in 
area bj can be eagres sed a# 
®'ab,j|ab = MTSir-
Hence* 
®\b. i I ab ® ^ab, j | ab^^ab 
a" u. 
A, . (130) 
u-a 
The sub eeU frequencies for the areas b^ and b^ are 
a^b 
^l,a|ab ® ^i.b|ab ' * 
Therefore, 
a'U| 
m-a*''^  
Ijlisewlse, 
b'u. 
(132) 
The sub ceil frequency for the area b^ is 
F. 
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N ,-a»» F , I ,  
•••-.if • (134) 
'l, j| ab "" ""'w-a^*' 
Tl^a, 
• En . 
miU. ^tt-a'^ b '^-^a"! 
= (ula»*H^-a**b») * 
Twq empty colls fa the same irow a«d two eaa^fey cells liit the same 
column. B.efer to Figmre 3(c) In which cells a* b and c are missing. 
(If ^aft. ttt#\ 
'' ) a", ways that th# a' =c' rows can be chosen from 
j a" ! ways that tlw a" «b" coliimns 
can be chosen Irom the area c^* fhe remaining sub cells form a 
(u-a'*a"J X (n»a*-a") aqtmre which can be completed In (n-a'-a")l ways. 
Therefore, 
"abc = »"• »'"• 
(u-a"-c'«il (w-a'«b'J'. tn-a''»a''H 
- ' (u^a*-P*-c»»p, tw-a«-a««'-b«Jl" 
The siib cell fre^fuency la the area C| Is 
IP "" ' abc ^ '11 
*i,ac 1 abc " u-a^-c*' * . K 
Hence, 
_ ^i»ac|abc 
®«i, ac I abc ' i^r—_ 
a'U| 
» (138) 
n 
By a parallel argiiment, 
a"tt. 
^"»b,J|abo = u-a'-b' ' 
Now con.ld«r 0«i .r« Cj. By the method of arising, the ,ubc«U. In 
tkis area arc ckosea as though they forsoed a segment of a complete 
sgiuare of si»« |u-a'*a"). Therefore the suhcell fre^tiency for this 
area is 
« _ ^abc (tt»a"«'C"Jt (u-a*-b*|l (wi-a'-a"-! '^. 
cihlabc " '(m'-a*-a") ' {m»a^-an-t^u-a*-a^'-b*J.I 
(140) 
Coms#(qtjeatly» 
^ ® ^c.bl abc 
®\,b|abe * W 
abc 
b»c" 
(itt-a'-a'*) ' (141) 
In the area the stibceE freqaeacy can be determined as follows; 
*1 ^ abc 'C* b I al^c # i a 
Then, 
The expression will be left in this form for the sake of slxapliclty in 
notation. 
in the area C|, 
M - e'''F 
^ _ • abc c,b| abc i^AAi 
^i,b|abG •" ' n-a'^ c*^ ~ * 
n 
Eu. . , , s . |145) 
^ i, h I abc * • ' 
Tli« subcell frequeaey in fch# remaining arsa, c^, can be foiaad as 
follows: 
«, _ ^abc " ac I ali€ * '^^ i,b I abe 
i,J|abc ' w-a'-b' ^ ^ ^ '  
Then, 
^tJlabc '  
The l«(ihni(|me presented above for finding e^ectations can be applied 
readily to other special cases, to partictjlar, the extension is immed­
iate to ti»e case in which any aamber of rows is missing in tiie same set 
of coltimns. There is always a restriction, however, on the number 
of cells that can be empty in a random square. For example, if two 
cells in the same row of a S x 3 sfuare are missing, two of the cells in 
the complete column can never receive' an x in the random square. The 
techniques set forth above do not apply to such, s'^ uares. 
C. Elustration 
The data used for illustration are ths food group "f*' data classified 
into 6 regions and f farm si«e classes. Use of the more detailed farm 
si»e classification results in a 6 x 9 table with two missing cells in the 
same row. The population cell proportions are shown in Table 14. 
A sample of 40 was divided into two groups of 20 each and each half 
of tibie sample was allocated to the ceEs by the random procedure describ­
ed in Section III. No tmits were assigned a priori • The x»s were 
n 
Table 14. Population cell fr#<fBMiaci®8 for tbe food 
group "T" data clasBlfied by six regions 
and nine sise €las8#s. Incomplete squares 
Size megioa To'tal 
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I .01938 .02907 .OOlSl .01357 .00969 .00581 .08333 
Z .02326 .02907 .OlSSO .01744 .01550 .00194 .10271 
3 .02907 .03S76 . Ol.§SO .02713 .02132 .00388 .13566 
4 .02132 .02519 .0213.2 .04070 .02132 .01357 .14342 
S .01550 ,01550 .02713 .03877 .03877 .04458 .18025 
6 .00969 .00388 .00775 .00775 .01938 .01938 .06783 
7 .00969 .G038S .02519 .01161 .03101 .03874 .12014 
S .00388 .003®S .01550 .01163 .03873 .04652 .12014 
f .00194 - .00388 
-
.01357 .02713 .04652 
Total .13373 .14923 .13758 .16S62 .20929 .20155 1. 00000 
Source; Iowa State College Statistical Laboratory, (21). 
allocated first to the rows having mi&atng cells, This procedure is not 
essential, but is somewhat more conwnient. The assignment of 
sample units to cells is shown in. Figtire 4., 
Each sample was considered to be a cluster of 10 farms and the 
random drawing 'of the 10 farms was accomplished in the manner describ 
ed in Section VI, The total number of squares and the cell frequencies 
for each are.a of the u x u square, coded to correspond to the areas .in 
Figure 3, were computed as follows.? 
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|u-a''-li**a"")!' 
150^3^3^,1 , iiy^i 
(14) 121,645 (10)^^ » 1» 703, 030 (10)^^ 
Ett 
•'''•Jl«'» ° 3r^ " "j/i* " 
a'*ti, 
® \ a l a b  ®  m - a » ^  ' s S t t j / l f  .  
En 
b'tt. 
rsr- ss3u./19. % b I ab u«a" '' i  
lab * (u-a««H^-a'-fe'J '  u^tt^/266. 
The resialts of tb# two sample drawing# asd the other figures re­
quired for coraputatloa of the estimates of the overall meaa are shown 
in Table IS. The two estimates of the meaa are combined to yield an 
overall estimate of 13.82, compared to the Irae population mean of 
13,85. The correspondence is eaeceptioaall'sr close. 
An estimate of the variance of the mean wtth one degree of freedom 
is obtained by computing 
var y^ »{14.57 - 13. 07)f 2 a 1. 12. 
Mo population value is available for comparison with this figure. 
n 
Table IS. Computation of ttiibia»e4 estimate of the mean 
witli i»co£0|»l«t@ product "Y" data, 
two samples of ®i«e 10 mch 
'First saatoe ^ ^"gec'ond sampiie 
CeU gjj % 
1,2 .31S7f .0920S 1 11.82 I 10.89 
1,4 ..3157f . 04297 1 14.80 
1,6 .39097 .01486 1 9.72 
2,1 .29323 .07932 1 15.13 
2,4 .31S79 .0SS23 1 10.40 
2,.i .39097 .03964 1 7.80 
2,6 . 39097' .00496 1 26.69 
3,2 .47369 .08183 1 13.2S 
3,3 * 43984 .03524 1 12.36 3 13. 77 
3,4 .47369 .05727 I 9.90 
4. 1 .43984 .04847 1 11.53 2 10.08 
4.3 .43984 .©4S47 1 17.26 
4.S ,5864S .03635 1 9.04 1 12.14 
5.2 .631SS .02454 1 16.22 
5.4 .63158 .06139 2 14.63 
S,5 .78195 .049S8 3 7.8S 1 7. 20 
5.6 .7819S .05701 1 16. 70 
6.6 .19548 .09914 1 14. 7S 1 16.38 
7,2 .31S79 .01229 1 23.09 
7,3 .29323 .08S91 I 13. SI 
7,S .39097 .07932 1 13.82 
7.6 .39097 .09909 1 13. 30 
8,1 .29323 .01323 2 17.42 
8.2 .31S79 .01230 I 20.72 
8,4 .31179 .03683 1 17.28 
9»6 .28S72 .0949S I 16. 5S 1 16.44 
^ij %i %i 
Combiaed mean 
13.07 
13. 82 
14.57 
Source: Iowa State College Statistieal Laboratory. (21). 
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Table 16. Gross retail sales I® 19S3 of 95 food, aad drink 
establishments ia sowtJiwestern Wyoming stratl-
ftod by type of estabUtteicnt a»d by total annml 
payroll 
(M«ans in thousands of dollars) 
"ir fypt' 
n i l  •Mm 
Oroe®ry 
"esiiSHSKniSr 
Total payroll Siar Total 
Under $5000 52.50 15. f4 25.54 35.74 
ptj .29474 .ITSff .136S4 .61053 
1,500 134 145 1,057 
$5000 and 
over 
^ij ISl.fO 66.27 53.94 84.08 
PiJ .10526 .11579 .16842 .38947 
4»83S 1,301 575 4.144 
Total lij 78.66 31.71 41. 21 54.57 
.40000 . 29474 .30526 1.00000 
s| 4,779 1, I B B  577 
Source: Divtsioa of EconoiBic Amlysis, Univarsity of Wyoming, (9), 
103 
Table 17. Average conslimption per household of 
product "X" by geographic regions and 
rurai,' urban, and special metropolitan 
areas 
(Ceil proportions in parentheses) 
Areas 
Regions Rural Urban Special 
metropolitan 
Total 
I 4. 940 
(.010913) 
4. 801 
(.011698) 
2. 379 
(.037226) 
3. 320 
(.059837) 
Z 3.791 
(.020680) 
3.010 
(.014447) 
2. 579 
(. 180159) 
2.725 
(.215286) 
3 4.28S 
(.052678) 
4. 600 
(.018663) 
4.734 
(.049169) 
4.517 
(. 120510) 
4 3.421 
(.032707) 
5. 647 
(.013592) 
5. 151 
(.018169) 
4. 378 
(.064468) 
5 3. 845 
(.048202) 
3.770 
(.035179) 
3.275 
(.114365) 
3.502 
(. 197745) 
6 8.723 
(.036105) 
8. 103 
(.024331) 
5. 322 
(.034712) 
7.324 
(.095148) 
7 3.093 
(.043639) 
4. 047 
(.017570) 
4. 174 
(.034767) 
3.659 
(. 095976) 
8 5, ISO 
(.014824) 
4.448 
(.010953) 
3. 116 
(.009637) 
4. 379 
(.035414) 
9 6.214 
(.021635) 
4.159 
(.013795) 
2.834 
(.080184) 
3.624 
(. 115615) 
Total 4.672 
(.281384) 
4.801 
(. 160228) 
3.297 
(.558388) 
3.924 
(1.000000) 
Sources Market Research Corporatltwi id America, (13). 
Table 18. Average ralue per farm of all crops soM in Golorado, 194f, 
Ijy ecoHomic areas and size of farm, to imits of tea dollars 
(Cell proportioas in parentkesesl 
Farm size ' ^ ^ 'S;eomom:lc areas ^ ^ ' ~ 
(acres) 1 ' ' " ' '2a 15 ^ ———j- ^ 4^aad A ' 5 ' Total 
0- 69 66 
(.0064) 
116 
(.0716) 
37 
(.0128) 
99 
( . 0446) 
238 
(.0614) 
83 
( . 0415) 
132 
(.2413) 
70-139 116 
(.0069) 
190 
(. 0327) 
145 
(.0071) 
423 
(. 0476) 
458 
(.0105) 
277 
(,0180) 
309 
(. 1228) 
140-179 84 
(. 0057) 
176 
(.0140) 
376 
(. 0103) 
668 
(.0433) 
209 
(.0112) 
395 
(.0148) 
442 
(.0993) 
180-259 
(.0052) 
209 
(.0119) 
498 
(.#057) 
701 
{. 0220) 
214 
(. ©079) 
531 
(.0107) 
452 
(.0634) 
260-499 131 
(.0122) 
211 
(.0183) 
i, 039 
(.0134) 
630 
(. 0338) 
199 
(.0489) 
424 
(.0241) 
403 
(. 1507) 
500-999 213 
(.0137) 
437 
(.0101) 
1,344 
(.0064) 
525 
(. 0238) 
365 
(.0637) 
586 
(. 0240) 
465 
(. 1418) 
1000 and 
over 
255 
(. 0244) 
311 
(.0104) 
441 
(.0079) 
829 
(. 0265) 
838 
(.0738) 
894 
(. 0377) 
731 
(. 1807) 
Total 169 
(.0775) 
183 
(. 1690) 
564 
(.0637) 
516 
(.2414) 
427 
(. 2774) 
456 
(. 1708) 
400.9 
(1.0000) 
Source: U. S. Census of Agriculture, 19S0, Volume 1, Part 29,(23). 
